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Indicate by check mark whether the registrant (1) has filed all reports required to be filed by Section 13 or 15(d) of the Securities
Exchange Act of 1934 during the preceding 12 months (or for such shorter period that the registrant was required to file such reports), and
(2) has been subject to such filing requirements for the past 90 days. Yes þ No o

Indicate by check mark if disclosure of delinquent filers pursuant to Item 405 of Regulation S-K is not contained herein, and will not be
contained, to the best of registrant�s knowledge, in definitive proxy or information statements incorporated by reference in Part III of this
Form 10-K or any amendment to this Form 10-K. o

Indicate by check mark whether the registrant is an accelerated filer (as defined in Rule 12b-2 of the Exchange Act). Yes þ No o

The aggregate market value of voting stock held by non-affiliates of the registrant as of January 30, 2004 (the last business day of the
registrant�s most recently completed second quarter) was $867,544,000 based upon the last sales price reported for such date on the Nasdaq
National Market. For purposes of this disclosure, shares of Common Stock held by persons who hold more than 5% of the outstanding shares
of Common Stock and shares held by officers and directors of the registrant, have been excluded in that such persons may be deemed to be
affiliates. This determination of affiliate status is not necessarily conclusive for other purposes.

At October 12, 2004, registrant had outstanding 90,084,336 shares of Common Stock.

DOCUMENTS INCORPORATED BY REFERENCE

Items 10, 11, 12, 13, and 14 of Part III incorporate certain information by reference from the registrant�s definitive proxy statement for the
Annual Meeting of Shareholders to be held on December 7, 2004 (�Proxy Statement�). Except with respect to the information specifically
incorporated by reference, the Proxy Statement is not deemed to be filed as a part hereof.
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SPECIAL NOTE REGARDING FORWARD-LOOKING STATEMENTS

This report, including the information incorporated by reference herein, contains forward-looking statements within the meaning of
Section 27A of the Securities Act of 1933 and Section 21E of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934. In some cases, you can identify forward-
looking statements by terms such as �may,� �will,� �should,� �expect,� �plan,� �intend,� �forecast,� �anticipate,� �believe,� �estimate,�
�predict,� �potential,� �continue� or the negative of these terms or other comparable terminology. The forward-looking statements contained
in this report involve known and unknown risks, uncertainties and situations that may cause our or our industry�s actual results, level of
activity, performance or achievements to be materially different from any future results, levels of activity, performance or achievements
expressed or implied by these statements. These factors include those listed under the caption �Factors That May Affect Future Results�
beginning on page 15 of this report and those discussed elsewhere in this report. We encourage investors to review these factors carefully.

Although we believe that, based on information currently available to Copart and its management, the expectations reflected in the
forward-looking statements are reasonable, we cannot guarantee future results, levels of activity, performance or achievements. You should
not place undue reliance on these forward-looking statements.
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PART I

Item 1. Business

General

Copart, Inc. is a leading provider of salvage vehicle auction services in the United States.

We provide vehicle suppliers, primarily insurance companies, with a full range of services to process and sell salvage vehicles through
auctions, principally to licensed vehicle dismantlers, rebuilders, repair licensees, used vehicle dealers and exporters. Salvage vehicles are
either damaged vehicles deemed a total loss for insurance or business purposes or are recovered stolen vehicles for which an insurance
settlement with the vehicle owner has already been made. We offer vehicle suppliers a full range of services that expedite each stage of the
salvage vehicle auction process and minimize administrative and processing costs. We generate revenues primarily from auction fees paid by
vehicle suppliers and vehicle buyers as well as related fees for services such as towing and storage.

We have grown our salvage business through a combination of acquisitions and the development of new facilities and also by increasing
our buyer base and implementing additional value-added services for both buyers and suppliers. For fiscal year 2004, our revenues were
approximately $400.8 million and our operating income was approximately $124.8 million. During the fiscal year ending July 31, 2004, we
acquired three salvage vehicle auction facilities and opened two new salvage vehicle auction facilities. We acquired auction sites located in
Eugene, Oregon; Cleveland, Ohio and Anchorage, Alaska. We opened new vehicle auction sites in Toronto, Canada and Helena, Montana.

During fiscal 2004, we converted all of our salvage vehicle auction facilities to an Internet based auction-style model using our Virtual
Bidding Second Generation (�VB2�) Internet sales technology. This second generation technology combines two bidding processes. An open
Preliminary Bidding feature allows a buyer to enter bids either at a bidding station at the auction facility during the three preview days or over
the Internet. To improve the effectiveness of bidding, the VB2 system lets a buyer see the current high bid on the vehicle they want to
purchase. The preliminary bidding phase is an open sales format. Buyers enter the maximum price they are willing to pay for a vehicle and
BID4U will incrementally bid the vehicle on their behalf. Preliminary bidding ends one hour prior to the start of an Internet-only virtual sale.
BID4U will represent the high preliminary bidder at the Internet-only virtual sale. This feature allows bidders the opportunity to bid against
each other and the high preliminary bidder. The bidders enter bids via the Internet in a real time format. BID4U submits bids for the high
preliminary bidder, up to their maximum bid. When bidding stops, a countdown is initiated. If no bids are received during the countdown, the
vehicle sells to the highest bidder. VB2 opens our sales process to registered buyers anywhere in the world who have Internet access.

We believe the implementation of VB2 across our salvage operations has increased the pool of available buyers for each sale and the
added competition has increased the amount buyers are willing to pay for salvage from us. It has also improved the efficiency of our
operations. For fiscal 2004, sales of vehicles to buyers outside the state where the vehicle is located accounted for 41% of total vehicles sold;
24% of salvage vehicles were sold to out of state buyers and 17% were sold to buyers out of country.
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We believe that we offer the highest level of service in the salvage vehicle auction industry and have established our leading market
position as follows:

�

by providing national coverage that facilitates supplier access to buyers across the country, reduces towing and third-party storage
expenses, offers a local presence for vehicle inspection stations, and provides prompt response to catastrophes and natural disasters by
specially-trained teams;

�
by providing a comprehensive range of customer services that include flexible vehicle payment programs, merchandising services,
efficient title processing, timely pick-up and delivery of vehicles and Internet sales;

� by establishing and efficiently integrating new facilities and acquisitions;

� by increasing the number of bidders that can participate at each sale through the ease and convenience of Internet bidding; and

�
by applying technology to enhance operating efficiency through Internet bidding, web-based order processing, salvage value quotes,
electronic communication with buyers and sellers, vehicle imaging and an electronic used vehicle parts locator service.

We have expanded our business beyond salvage vehicle auction services and have entered the market for public auctioning of used
vehicles. We auction vehicles directly to the public and automobile dealers on behalf of banks, leasing or financing companies, automobile
dealers, repossession companies and for our own account. To date, we own six public automobile auction facilities located in Detroit,
Michigan; Chesapeake, Virginia; New Castle, Delaware; Greencastle, Pennsylvania; Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania and Richmond, Virginia. We
operate our public automobile auction business under Motors Auction Group, Inc. (�MAG�), a wholly owned subsidiary. To date, revenues
from our public auction business have not been significant relative to the revenues from our salvage business.

We were organized as a California corporation in 1982 and became a public company in 1994. Our principal executive offices are located
at 4665 Business Center Drive, Fairfield, California 94534, and our telephone number at that address is (707) 639-5000. We maintain a
website, http://www.copart.com, where we make available, free of charge, our Securities and Exchange Commission filings, including our
annual reports on Form 10-K, quarterly reports on Form 10-Q, current reports on Form 8-K, and all amendments to those reports filed or
furnished pursuant to Section 13(a) or 15(d) of the Exchange Act, as soon as reasonably practicable after we electronically file such material
with, or furnish it to, the Securities and Exchange Commission. We are providing the address to our website solely for information of
investors. Information contained on our website is not incorporated by reference herein and our web address is included as an inactive textual
reference only.

Industry Overview

The salvage vehicle auction industry provides an outlet for salvage vehicle suppliers to liquidate total loss vehicles. Salvage vehicle
auction companies generally auction salvage vehicles on consignment either for a fixed fee or a percentage of the sales price. On occasion,
salvage auction companies may purchase vehicles from vehicle suppliers at a formula-based price, based on a percentage of the vehicles�
estimated pre-loss value (�actual cash value�) and auction the vehicles for their own account. Salvage vehicle auction companies typically
operate from one or more salvage facilities where vehicles are processed, stored and sold.
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Although there are other suppliers of salvage vehicles, such as financial institutions, vehicle leasing companies, automobile rental
companies, charities and automobile dealers, the primary source of salvage vehicles is insurance companies.

Automobile manufacturers are incorporating certain standard features that increase passenger safety, including unibody construction,
passenger safety cages with surrounding crumple zones to absorb impacts, plastic components, airbags, xenon lights and computer systems.
We believe that one effect of these features is that newer vehicles involved in accidents are more likely to be deemed a total loss for insurance
purposes, resulting in an increasing supply of total loss salvage vehicles in the future.

The primary buyers of salvage vehicles are vehicle dismantlers, rebuilders, repair licensees, used vehicle dealers and exporters. Vehicle
dismantlers, which we believe are the largest group of salvage vehicle buyers, either dismantle a vehicle and sell parts individually or sell the
entire vehicle to rebuilders, used vehicle dealers or the public. Vehicle rebuilders and vehicle repair licensees generally purchase salvage
vehicles to repair and resell. Used vehicle dealers generally purchase recovered stolen or slightly damaged vehicles for resale.

Following an accident involving an insured vehicle, the damaged vehicle is generally towed to a towing company or a vehicle repair
facility for temporary storage pending insurance company examination. The vehicle is inspected by the insurance company�s adjuster, who
estimates the costs of repairing the vehicle and gathers information regarding the damaged vehicle�s mileage, options and condition in order
to estimate its actual cash value. The adjuster determines whether to pay for repairs or to classify the vehicle as a total loss based upon the
adjuster�s estimate of repair costs and the vehicle�s salvage value, as well as customer service considerations. If the cost of repair is greater
than the actual cash value less the estimated salvage value, the insurance company generally will classify the vehicle as a total loss. The
insurance company will thereafter assign the vehicle to a salvage vehicle auction company, settle with the insured vehicle owner and receive
title to the vehicle.

The primary factors that vehicle suppliers consider when selecting a salvage vehicle auction company include:

�
the anticipated percentage return on salvage (i.e., gross salvage proceeds, minus vehicle handling and selling expenses, divided by the
actual cash value);

�
the services provided by the salvage vehicle auction company and the degree to which such services reduce administrative costs and
expenses;

� the price the salvage vehicle auction company charges for its services;

� national coverage and ability to respond on a national scale; and

� the ability to generate custom seller reports.

Upon receipt of the pick up order, the salvage vehicle auction company arranges for the transport of a vehicle to a facility. As a service to
the vehicle supplier, the salvage vehicle auction company will customarily pay advance charges (reimbursable charges paid on behalf of
vehicle suppliers) to obtain the subject vehicle�s release from a towing company or vehicle repair facility. Typically, advance charges paid on
behalf of the vehicle supplier are recovered upon sale of the salvage vehicle.

The vehicle then remains in storage until ownership documents are transferred from the insured vehicle owner and the title to the vehicle is
cleared through the appropriate state�s motor vehicle regulatory agency (�DMV�). Total loss
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vehicles may be sold in most states only after obtaining a salvage title from the DMV. Upon receipt of the appropriate documentation from the
DMV, which is generally received within 45 to 60 days of vehicle pick-up, the vehicle is sold.

Operating and Growth Strategy

Our growth strategy is to increase our revenues and profitability by, among other things (i) acquiring and developing new salvage vehicle
auction facilities in key markets, (ii) pursuing national and regional vehicle supply agreements, (iii) expanding our service offerings to
suppliers and buyers, (iv) increasing revenue and profitability at our public automobile auction facilities and (v) expanding the application of
VB2 into new markets. In addition, we implement our pricing structure and merchandising procedures and attempt to affect cost efficiencies at
each of our acquired facilities by implementing our operational procedures, integrating our management information systems and redeploying
personnel when necessary.

As part of our overall expansion strategy, our objective is to increase our revenues, operating profits and market share in the vehicle
auction industry. To implement our growth strategy, we intend to continue to do the following:

Acquire and Develop New Salvage Vehicle Auction Facilities in Key Markets

Our strategy is to offer integrated services to vehicle suppliers on a national or regional basis by acquiring or developing salvage facilities
in new and existing markets. We integrate our new acquisitions into our national network and capitalize on certain operating efficiencies
resulting from, among other things, the reduction of duplicative overhead and the implementation of our operating procedures.

The following chart sets forth facilities that we have acquired or opened since the beginning of fiscal year 2002 through July 31, 2004.

Acquisition/

Salvage Auction Locations Opening Date Geographic Service Area

Savannah, Georgia September 2001 Eastern Georgia, Southern South Carolina
Tifton, Georgia September 2001 Southern Georgia, Central Florida Panhandle
Charleston, West Virginia October 2001 West Virginia
Lyman, Maine April 2002 Maine
Tucson, Arizona May 2002 Southern Arizona
Somerville, New Jersey May 2002 Northern New Jersey
Ft. Worth, Texas June 2002 Fort Worth and Dallas
Amarillo, Texas June 2002 Amarillo, Texas Panhandle
Reno, Nevada September 2002 Northern Nevada
Springfield, Missouri October 2002 Missouri
Corpus Christi, Texas November 2002 South Texas
Ft. Pierce, Florida December 2002 Central Florida
Rancho Cucamonga, California January 2003 Southern California
Richmond, Virginia May 2003 Virginia
Albany, New York July 2003 Upstate New York
Toronto, Canada September 2003 Ontario, Canada
Eugene, Oregon September 2003 Central Oregon
Helena, Montana January 2004 Montana
Cleveland, Ohio June 2004 Northeast Ohio and Northwestern Pennsylvania
Anchorage, Alaska July 2004 Alaska
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Acquisition/

Public Auction Locations Opening Date Geographic Service Area

New Castle, Delaware August 2001 Delaware
Greencastle, Pennsylvania July 2002 Pennsylvania, Maryland
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania September 2002 Western Pennsylvania
Richmond, Virginia October 2002 Virginia

Pursue National and Regional Vehicle Supply Agreements

Our broad national presence enhances our ability to enter into local, regional or national supply agreements with vehicle suppliers. We
actively seek to establish national and regional supply agreements with insurance companies by promoting our ability to achieve high net
returns and broader access to buyers through our national coverage and electronic commerce capabilities. By utilizing our existing insurance
company supplier relationships, we are able to build new supplier relationships and pursue additional supply agreements in existing and new
markets.

Expand Our Service Offerings to Suppliers and Buyers

Over the past several years, we have expanded our available service offerings to vehicle suppliers and buyers. The primary focus of these
new service offerings is to maximize returns to our suppliers and maximize product value to our buyers. Recent service enhancements include,
for our suppliers, real-time access to sales data over the Internet and, for our buyers, the implementation of VB2 real-time bidding at all of our
facilities, permitting buyers at any location world wide to participate in the auction at all of our yards in North America. We plan to continue
to refine and expand our services, including offering software that can assist our suppliers in expediting claims and salvage management tools
that help suppliers integrate their systems with ours.

Increase Revenue and Profitability at Our Public Auction Facilities

Our public automobile auctions allow dealers to bid via the Internet and both dealers and the general public to bid at live auctions on a
wide range of end-of-lease vehicles, repossessed vehicles, dealer trade-ins and vehicles that we offer for sale on our own account. To date, we
have acquired six facilities and launched our public automobile auction website. We believe that through the introduction of VB2 and
increased vehicle volumes we will increase revenue and profitability at our public auction facilities.

Expand the Application of VB2 into New Markets

We believe that the value that VB2 has demonstrated in the salvage vehicle auction market, primarily by; (i) increasing returns to sellers
by expanding the pool of bidders to any person in the world with access to the Internet and (ii) increasing buyer convenience by eliminating
the need to travel to the physical location of the auction, can be beneficial to other industries. Accordingly, we will actively explore the
possible application of VB2 outside of the salvage vehicle auction industry.

Our Competitive Advantages

We believe that the following attributes and the services that we offer position us to take advantage of many opportunities in the salvage
vehicle auction industry.
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National Coverage and Ability to Respond on a National Scale

Since our inception in 1982, we have expanded from a single facility in Vallejo, California to an integrated network of 107 facilities
located in the United States and Canada as of July 31, 2004. We are able to offer integrated services on a national basis to our vehicle
suppliers, which allow us to respond to the needs of our suppliers and buyers with maximum efficiency. Our national coverage provides our
suppliers with key advantages, including:

� a reduction in administrative time and effort;

� a reduction in overall vehicle towing costs;

� convenient local facilities;

� improved access to buyers throughout the world; and

� a prompt response in the event of a natural disaster or other catastrophe.

Value-Added Services

We believe that we offer the most comprehensive range of services in our industry, including:

� Internet bidding, Internet proxy bidding and virtual sales powered by VB2, which enhance the competitive bidding process;

� e-mail notifications to potential buyers of salvage vehicles that match desired characteristics;

�
sophisticated vehicle processing at auction sites, including ten-view digital imaging of each vehicle and the scanning of each vehicle�s
title and other significant documents such as body shop invoices, all of which are available from us through the Internet;

�
CoPartfinder, our Internet-based used vehicle parts locator that provides vehicle dismantlers with greater resale opportunities for their
salvage purchases; and

� Offsite sales allow vehicle suppliers to sell any vehicle, boat, or heavy equipment from where it sits.

Proven Ability to Acquire and Integrate Acquisitions

We have a proven track record of successfully acquiring and integrating salvage vehicle auction facilities. Since becoming a public
company in 1994, we have completed the acquisition of 58 salvage vehicle auction facilities. As part of our acquisition and integration
strategy, we seek to:

� strengthen our national network and access new markets;

� utilize our existing corporate and technology infrastructure over a larger base of operations; and

� introduce our comprehensive services and operational expertise.

We strive to integrate all new facilities into our existing network without disruption of service to vehicle suppliers. We work with new
suppliers to implement our fee structures and new service programs. We typically retain existing employees at acquired facilities in order to
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software systems, enabling us to ensure a smooth and consistent transition to our business operating and auction systems.

Technology to Enhance and Expand Our Business

We have developed management information and proprietary software systems that allow us to deliver a fully integrated service offering.
Our proprietary software programs provide vehicle suppliers with online access to data and reports regarding their salvage vehicles being
processed at any of our facilities. This technology allows vehicle suppliers to monitor each stage of our salvage vehicle auction process, from
pick up to sale and settlement by the buyer. Our full range of Internet services allows us to expedite each stage of the salvage vehicle auction
process and minimizes the administrative and processing costs for us as well as our suppliers. We believe that our integrated technology
systems generate improved capacity and financial returns for our clients, resulting in high client retention, and allow us to expand our national
supply contracts.

Our Service Offerings

We offer vehicle suppliers a full range of services, which expedite each stage of the salvage vehicle auction process, maximizing proceeds
and minimizing costs.

Online Supplier Access

Through Copart Access, our Internet-based service for vehicle suppliers, we enable suppliers to assign vehicles for sale, check sales
calendars, view vehicle images and history, view and reprint body shop invoices and towing receipts and view the historical performance of
the vehicles sold at our auctions.

Salvage Estimation Services

We offer Copart ProQuote, a proprietary service that assists suppliers in the vehicle claims evaluation process by providing online salvage
value estimates, which helps suppliers determine whether to repair a particular vehicle or deem it a total loss.

Transportation Services

We maintain contracts with third-party vehicle transport companies, which enables us to pick up most of our suppliers� vehicles within
24 hours. Our national network and transportation capabilities provide cost and time savings to our vehicle suppliers and ensures on-time
vehicle pick up and prompt response to catastrophes and natural disasters.

Vehicle Inspection Stations

We offer certain of our major insurance company suppliers office and yard space to house vehicle inspection stations on-site at our auction
facilities. We have over 30 vehicle inspection stations at our facilities nationwide. An on-site vehicle inspection station provides our insurance
company suppliers with a central location to inspect potential total loss vehicles, which reduces storage charges that otherwise may be
incurred at the initial storage or repair facility.

9
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On-Demand Reporting

We provide vehicle suppliers with on-demand reports online, via fax or e-mail that summarize data on salvage vehicles that we process for
the particular supplier. These reports track our vehicle suppliers� gross and net returns on each vehicle, service charges, and other data that
enable our vehicle suppliers to more easily administer and monitor the salvage vehicle disposition process.

DMV Processing

We have extensive expertise in DMV document and title processing for salvage vehicles. We have developed a computer system which
provides a direct link to the DMV computer systems of several states. This allows us to expedite the processing of vehicle title paperwork.

Flexible Vehicle Processing Programs

At the election of the vehicle supplier, we auction vehicles pursuant to our Percentage Incentive Program consignment basis or on a fixed
fee consignment basis.

Percentage Fee Consignment. Our Percentage Incentive Program (�PIP�) is an innovative processing program designed to broadly serve
the needs of vehicle suppliers. Under PIP, we agree to sell at auction all of the salvage vehicles of a vehicle supplier in a specified market for a
predetermined percentage of the vehicle sales price. Because our revenues under PIP are directly linked to the vehicle�s sale price, we have an
incentive to actively merchandise those vehicles to maximize the net return on salvage vehicles. We provide the vehicle supplier, at our
expense, with transport of the vehicle to our nearest facility, storage for up to 90 days and DMV document and title processing. In addition,
we provide merchandising services such as covering or taping openings to protect vehicle interiors from weather, washing vehicle exteriors,
vacuuming vehicle interiors, cleaning and polishing dashboards and tires, making keys for driveable vehicles and identifying driveable
vehicles. We believe our merchandising efforts increase the sales prices of salvage vehicles, thereby increasing the return on salvage vehicles
to both vehicle suppliers and us. In fiscal year 2004, 2003 and 2002 we processed approximately 65%, 67% and 67%, respectively, of all our
salvage vehicles under PIP.

Fixed Fee Consignment. Under our fixed fee consignment program, we sell vehicles for a fixed consignment fee, generally $50 to
$175 per vehicle. Although sometimes included in the consignment fee, we may also charge additional fees for the cost of transporting the
vehicle to our facility, storage of the vehicle, and other incidental costs. In fiscal year 2004, 2003 and 2002 we processed approximately 35%,
33% and 33%, respectively, of all our salvage vehicles under the fixed fee consignment program.

Buyer Network

We maintain a database of thousands of registered buyers of salvage vehicles in the vehicle dismantling, rebuilding, repair, resale and
exporting businesses. Our database includes each buyer�s vehicle preference and purchasing history. This data enables us to notify via e-mail
prospective buyers throughout the world of salvage vehicles available for bidding that match their vehicle preferences. Listings of salvage
vehicles to be auctioned on a particular day and location are also made available on the Internet.
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Auction Process

We offer a flexible and unique auction process designed to maximize the sale prices of the vehicles that we auction. We utilize VB2, a new
auction methodology that we developed. This second generation technology combines two bidding processes. An open Preliminary Bidding
feature allows a buyer to enter bids either at a bidding station at the auction facility during the three preview days or over the Internet. To
improve the effectiveness of bidding, the VB2 system lets a buyer see the current high bid on the vehicle they want to purchase. The
preliminary bidding phase is an open sales format. Buyers enter the maximum price they are willing to pay for a vehicle and BID4U will
incrementally bid the vehicle on their behalf. Preliminary bidding ends one hour prior to the start of an Internet-only virtual sale. BID4U will
represent the high preliminary bidder at the Internet-only virtual sale. This feature allows bidders the opportunity to bid against each other and
the high preliminary bidder. The bidders enter bids via the Internet in a real time format. BID4U submits bids for the high preliminary bidder,
up to their maximum bid. When bidding stops, a countdown is initiated. If no bids are received during the countdown, the vehicle sells to the
highest bidder. VB2 opens our sales process to registered buyers anywhere in the world who have Internet access.

CoPartfinder

CoPartfinder is our unique Internet �search engine� that enables users to locate used vehicle parts quickly and efficiently. CoPartfinder is
accessible by the public through a Copart-sponsored website. CoPartfinder lists vehicles recently sold at our auctions and identifies certain
purchasers. This allows vehicle dismantlers and other resellers to streamline their parts sale process and access a large pool of potential
buyers. We charge a nominal fee to potential parts buyers, who can use CoPartfinder to search for specific vehicle makes and models and view
digital images of vehicles that meet their requirements. Once a specific parts supplier is identified for a specific part requirement, buyers may
have the option to call, fax, or e-mail the dismantler/supplier. We believe that CoPartfinder provides an incentive for vehicle dismantlers to
purchase their salvage vehicles through our sales process.

Supply Arrangements and Supplier Marketing

We obtain salvage vehicles from hundreds of different vehicle suppliers. State Farm Insurance Company accounted for 12%, 13% and
14% of our revenues for fiscal years 2004, 2003 and 2002, respectively. Of the total number of vehicles that we processed in fiscal year 2004,
2003 and 2002, we obtained approximately 85%, 85% and 88%, respectively from insurance company suppliers. Our arrangements with our
suppliers are either written or oral agreements that are typically subject to cancellation by either party upon 30 to 90 days notice.

We typically contract with the regional or branch office of an insurance company or other vehicle suppliers. The agreements are
customized to each vehicle supplier�s particular needs and often provide for the disposition of different types of salvage vehicles by differing
methods. Our contracts or arrangements generally provide that we will sell total loss and recovered stolen vehicles generated by the vehicle
supplier in a designated geographic area.

We market our services to vehicle suppliers through an in-house sales force that utilizes a variety of sales techniques, including targeted
mailing of our sales literature, telemarketing, follow-up personal sales calls, and participation in trade shows and vehicle and insurance
industry conventions. Based upon our historical data on salvage vehicles and vehicle information supplied by vehicle suppliers, our marketing
personnel will provide vehicle suppliers with detailed analysis of the net return on salvage vehicles and a proposal setting forth ways in which
we believe that we can improve net returns on salvage vehicles and reduce administrative costs and expenses.
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Buyers

We maintain a database of thousands of registered buyers of salvage vehicles in the vehicle dismantling, rebuilding, repair, resale and
export businesses. We believe that we have established a broad international and domestic buyer base by providing buyers of salvage vehicles
with a variety of programs and services. To gain admission to one of our sales and become a registered buyer, prospective buyers must first
pay an initial registration fee and an annual fee, provide requested personal and business information and have, in most states, a vehicle
dismantler�s, dealer�s, resale, repair license or export license. Registration entitles a buyer to transact business at any of our sales subject to
local licensing and permitting requirements. A buyer may also bring guests to a facility to preview vehicles for sale for a fee. Strict admission
procedures are intended to prevent frivolous bids that would invalidate the sale. We market to buyers on the Internet and via e-mail
notifications, sales notices, telemarketing and participation in trade show events.

Competition

We face significant competition for the supply of salvage vehicles and for the buyers of those vehicles. We believe our principal
competitors include vehicle auction companies and vehicle dismantlers. These national, regional and local competitors may have established
relationships with vehicle suppliers and buyers and may have financial resources that are greater than ours. The largest national or regional
vehicle auctioneers include the ADESA Corporation, Auction Broadcasting Company, Insurance Auto Auctions, Inc., Manheim Auctions and
SADISCO. The largest national dismantlers include Greenleaf and LKQ Corporation. These national dismantlers, in addition to trade groups
of dismantlers such as the American Recycling Association and the United Recyclers Group, purchase salvage vehicles directly from
insurance companies, thereby bypassing auction companies entirely, including us.

Management Information Systems

Our primary management information system consists of an IBM AS/400 mainframe computer system, integrated computer interfaces and
proprietary business operating software that we developed and which tracks salvage and public auction vehicles throughout the auction
process. We call this proprietary business operating software the Copart Auction System (�CAS�) and have implemented CAS at all of our
salvage auction facilities. For the public auction business we call this proprietary business operating software Motors Auction Exchange
(�MAX�). In addition, we have integrated our mainframe computer system with Internet and Intranet systems in order to provide secure
access to CAS and MAX data and images in a variety of formats.

Our auction-style service product, VB2, is served by an array of identical high-density, high-performance Sun Fire servers. Each individual
sale is configured to run on an available server in the array and can be rapidly provisioned to any other available server in the array as
required.

We have a complete back-up data center that is designed to run the business in the event of an emergency. This back-up data center is
designed to be quickly deployed when needed. We also host our own Intranet and Internet platforms.

Employees

As of July 31, 2004, we had approximately 2,235 full-time employees, of whom approximately 262 where engaged in general and
administrative functions and approximately 1,973 were engaged in yard and fleet operations.
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We are not currently subject to any collective bargaining agreements. However, during the fiscal year, drivers, clerical employees, and
yard employees at our Woodhaven, Michigan facility were represented by the International Brotherhood of Teamsters (Teamsters) as a result
of three NLRB elections in January and July of 2003.

In October 2003, we made a strategic decision to exit the trucking business and to retain independent subhaulers instead. In late 2003, we
terminated the employment of all our truck drivers (other than truck drivers employed in Woodhaven, Michigan), and commenced the sale of
our truck fleet. Since our Woodhaven, Michigan facility drivers were represented by the Teamsters, we were required to bargain over the
effects of that decision on the Woodhaven drivers even though no collective bargaining contract was in effect. In July 2004, we negotiated an
agreement with the Teamsters whereby we terminated the employment of our Woodhaven facility drivers and the Teamsters signed a
settlement agreement waiving any claims concerning their termination.

In September 2004, we negotiated an agreement with the Teamsters whereby the Teamsters agreed to file a Disclaimer of Interest with the
NLRB concerning the Woodhaven, Michigan clerical and yard employees. These units are therefore no longer represented by a union, and we
have no further obligation to bargain with the Teamsters for any of our Woodhaven, Michigan employees.

Environmental Matters

Our operations are subject to various laws and regulations regarding the protection of the environment. In the salvage vehicle auction
industry, large numbers of wrecked vehicles are stored at auction facilities and, during that time, spills of fuel, motor oils and other fluids may
occur, resulting in soil, surface water or groundwater contamination. Certain of our facilities store petroleum products and other hazardous
materials in above-ground containment tanks and some of our facilities generate waste materials such as solvents or used oils that must be
disposed of as non-hazardous or hazardous waste, as appropriate. We have implemented procedures to reduce the amount of soil
contamination that may occur at our facilities, and we have initiated safety programs and training of personnel on the safe storage and
handling of hazardous materials. We believe that we are in compliance, in all material respects, with all applicable environmental regulations
and we do not anticipate any material capital expenditures to remain in environmental compliance.

In connection with the acquisition of our Dallas, Texas facility in 1994, we set aside $3.0 million to cover the costs of environmental
remediation, stabilization and related consulting expenses for a six-acre portion of the facility that contained elevated levels of lead due to the
activities of the former operators. We began the stabilization process in 1996 and completed it in 1999. We paid all remediation and related
costs from the $3.0 million fund and, in accordance with the acquisition agreement, distributed the remainder of the fund to the seller of the
Dallas facility, less $200,000 which was held back to cover the costs of obtaining the no-further-action letter. In September 2002, our
environmental engineering consultant issued a report, which concludes that the soil stabilization has effectively stabilized the lead-impacted
soil, and that the concrete cap should prevent impact to storm water and subsequent surface water impact. Our consultant thereafter submitted
an Operations and Maintenance Plan (�Plan�) to the Texas Commission on Environmental Quality (�TCEQ�) providing for a two-year
inspection and maintenance plan for the concrete cap, and a two-year ground and surface water monitoring plan. In January of 2003, the
TCEQ approved the Plan, subject to the additions of upstream (background) surface water samples from the intermittent stream adjacent to the
facility and documentation of any repairs to the concrete cap during the post closure-monitoring period. The first semi-annual water sampling
was conducted in April 2003, which reflected that the lead-impacted, stabilized soil is not
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impacting the ground and/or surface water. The second round of semi-annual water samples collected in October and November 2003 reported
concentration of lead in one storm water and one surface water sample in excess of the established upstream criteria for lead. In
correspondence, which we received in July 2004, the TCEQ approved with comment our water monitoring report dated February 24, 2004.
The TCEQ instructed us to continue with post-closure monitoring and maintenance activities and submit the next report in accordance with
the approved schedules. If the tests conducted for the remainder of the two-year monitoring period provided for in the Plan demonstrate that
the lead-impacted, stabilized soil is not materially impacting the ground and/or surface water, a no-further-action letter will be requested at
that time. We are not assured of receiving the no-further-action letter and we may incur further liabilities if the stabilization process proves
ineffective. In addition, in 1994, we detected a small quantity of two hazardous substances in a temporary groundwater monitoring well at the
Dallas facility. Our environmental consultants concluded that both substances arose from an off-site source and no further action was
recommended.

We do not believe that any of the above environmental matters will, either individually or in the aggregate, have a material adverse effect
on our financial position, results of operations or cash flows.

Governmental Regulations

Our operations are subject to regulation, supervision and licensing under various federal, provincial, state and local statutes, ordinances
and regulations. The acquisition and sale of damaged and recovered stolen vehicles is regulated by state and provincial motor vehicle
departments. In addition to the regulation of sales and acquisitions of vehicles, we are also subject to various local zoning requirements with
regard to the location of our auction and storage facilities. These zoning requirements vary from location to location. At various times, we may
be involved in disputes with local governmental officials regarding the development and/or operation of our business facilities. We believe
that we are in compliance in all material respects with applicable regulatory requirements. We may be subject to similar types of regulations
by federal, provincial, state, and local governmental agencies in new markets.

Legal Proceedings

We are involved in litigation and damage claims arising in the ordinary course of business, such as actions related to injuries, property
damage or handling or disposal of vehicles. Among this litigation is a lawsuit filed in Massachusetts against us which purports to be a class
action on behalf of persons whose vehicles were disposed of by us as abandoned vehicles, which the claimant contends were disposed of
without complying with state laws.

We are also involved in various governmental and administrative proceedings primarily relating to licensing and operation of our business.
We provide for costs relating to these matters when a loss is probable and the amount may be reasonably estimated. The effect of the outcome
of these matters on our future results of operations cannot be predicted because any such effect depends on future results of operations, the
amount and timing of the resolution of such matters. While it is not feasible to determine the outcome of these matters, management believes
that any ultimate liability will not have a material effect on our financial position, results of operations or cash flows.
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FACTORS THAT MAY AFFECT FUTURE RESULTS

We depend on a limited number of major suppliers of salvage vehicles. The loss of one or more of these major suppliers could
adversely affect our results of operations and financial condition, and an inability to increase our sources of vehicle supply could
adversely affect our growth rates.

Historically, a limited number of vehicle suppliers have accounted for a substantial portion of our revenues. In fiscal 2004, vehicles
supplied by our two largest suppliers accounted for approximately 12% and 8% of our revenues, respectively. Supplier arrangements are either
written or oral agreements typically subject to cancellation by either party upon 30 to 90 days notice. Vehicle suppliers have terminated
agreements with us in the past in particular markets, which has affected the pricing for auction services in those markets. There can be no
assurance that our existing agreements will not be cancelled. Furthermore, there can be no assurance that we will be able to enter into future
agreements with vehicle suppliers or that we will be able to retain our existing supply of salvage vehicles. A reduction in vehicles from a
significant vehicle supplier or any material changes in the terms of an arrangement with a substantial vehicle supplier could have a material
adverse effect on our results of operations and financial condition. In addition, a failure to increase our sources of vehicle supply could
adversely affect our earnings and revenue growth rates.

Our strategic shift from live salvage auctions to an entirely Internet based sales model presents new risks, including substantial
technology risks.

In fiscal 2004, we converted all our salvage auctions from a live auction process to an entirely Internet based auction-style model based on
technology developed internally by us. The conversion represents a significant change in the way we conduct business and presents numerous
risks, including our increased reliance on the availability and reliability of our network systems. In particular, we believe the conversion
presents the following risks, among others:

�

Our operating results in a particular period could be adversely affected in the event our networks are not operable for an extended period
of time for any reason, as a result of Internet viruses, or as a result of any other technological circumstance that makes us unable to
conduct our virtual sales.

�
Our business is increasingly reliant on internally developed technology, and we have limited historic experience developing
technologies or systems for large-scale implementation and use.

�

The change in our business model may make it more difficult for management, investment analysts, and investors to model or predict
our future operating results until sufficient historic data is available to evaluate the effect of the VB2 implementation over a longer
period of time and in different economic environments.

�

Our increasing reliance on proprietary technology subjects us to intellectual property risks, including the risk of third party infringement
claims or the risk that we cannot establish or protect intellectual property rights in our technologies. We have filed patent applications
for VB2 in the United States, Netherlands, and Europe, but we cannot provide any assurances that patents will actually issue or that, if
issued, the patent could not later be found to be unenforceable or invalid.
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Factors such as mild weather conditions in the United States can have an adverse affect on our revenues and operating results as well
as our revenue and earnings growth rates.

Mild weather conditions in the United States tend to result in a decrease in the available supply of salvage vehicles because traffic
accidents decrease and fewer automobiles are damaged. Accordingly, mild weather can have an adverse effect on our salvage vehicle
inventories, which would be expected to have an adverse effect on our revenue and earnings and related growth rates and could have an
adverse effect on our operating results. Conversely, our inventories will tend to increase in poor weather such as a harsh winter or as a result
of adverse weather-related conditions such as flooding. During periods of mild weather conditions, our ability to increase our revenues and
improve our operating results and related growth will be increasingly dependent on our ability to obtain additional vehicle suppliers and to
compete more effectively in the market, each of which is subject to the other risks and uncertainties described in these sections.

The salvage vehicle auction industry is highly competitive and we may not be able to compete successfully.

We face significant competition for the supply of salvage vehicles and for the buyers of those vehicles. We believe our principal
competitors include other vehicle auction companies with whom we compete directly in obtaining vehicles from insurance companies and
other suppliers, and large vehicle dismantlers, who may buy salvage vehicles directly from insurance companies, bypassing the salvage
auction process. Many of the insurance companies have established relationships with competitive auction companies and large dismantlers.
Many of our competitors may have greater financial resources than us. Due to the limited number of vehicle suppliers, the absence of long-
term contractual commitments between us and our suppliers and the increasingly competitive market environment, there can be no assurance
that our competitors will not gain market share at our expense.

We may also encounter significant competition for local, regional and national supply agreements with vehicle suppliers. There can be no
assurance that the existence of other local, regional or national contracts entered into by our competitors will not have a material adverse effect
on our business or our expansion plans. Furthermore, we are likely to face competition from major competitors in the acquisition of salvage
vehicle auction facilities, which could significantly increase the cost of such acquisitions and thereby materially impede our expansion
objectives or have a material adverse effect on our results of operations. These potential new competitors may include consolidators of
automobile dismantling businesses, organized salvage vehicle buying groups, automobile manufacturers, automobile auctioneers and software
companies. While most vehicle suppliers have abandoned or reduced efforts to sell salvage vehicles directly without the use of service
providers such as us, there can be no assurance that this trend will continue, which could adversely affect our market share, results of
operations and financial condition. Additionally, existing or new competitors may be significantly larger and have greater financial and
marketing resources than us; therefore, there can be no assurance that we will be able to compete successfully in the future.

Because the growth of our business has been due in large part to acquisitions and development of new salvage vehicle auction
facilities, the rate of growth of our business and revenues may decline if we are not able to successfully complete acquisitions and
development of new facilities.

We seek to increase our sales and profitability through the acquisition of other salvage vehicle auction facilities and the development of
new salvage vehicle auction facilities. There can be no assurance that we will be able to:

� continue to acquire additional facilities on favorable terms;
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� expand existing facilities in no growth regulatory environments;

� increase revenues and profitability at acquired and new facilities;

�
maintain the historical revenue and earnings growth rates we have been able to obtain through facility openings and strategic
acquisitions; or

� create new salvage vehicle auction facilities that meet our current revenue and profitability requirements.

As we continue to expand our operations, our failure to manage growth could harm our business and adversely affect our results of
operations and financial condition.

Our ability to manage growth is not only dependent on our ability to successfully integrate new facilities, but also on our ability to:

� hire, train and manage additional qualified personnel;

� establish new relationships or expand existing relationships with vehicle suppliers;

� identify and acquire or lease suitable premises on competitive terms;

� secure adequate capital;

� maintain the supply of vehicles from vehicle suppliers; and

� compete successfully in the public automobile auction sector.

Our inability to control or manage these growth factors effectively could have a material adverse effect on our results of operations and
financial condition.

We have limited experience in the public automobile auction business and may not be successful in our efforts to compete in this
market, which may adversely affect our current growth strategy.

We have historically focused on the operation, acquisition and development of salvage vehicle auction facilities and only have limited
experience in operating public automobile auction facilities. The public automobile auction market differs from the salvage vehicle auction
market in that used vehicles in general working order are sold to the public. We intend to expand our public automobile auction facilities
through the acquisition of public auction sites and the successful implementation of VB2 and cannot know whether our existing salvage
auction business model will translate successfully into the public automobile auction market. To the extent that we cannot successfully
compete in the public automobile auction market, our growth strategy could be harmed.

Our annual and quarterly performance may fluctuate, causing the price of our stock to decline.

Our revenues and operating results have fluctuated in the past and can be expected to continue to fluctuate in the future on a quarterly and
annual basis as a result of a number of factors, many of which are beyond our control. Factors that may affect our operating results include,
but are not limited to, the following:

� fluctuations in the market value of salvage and used vehicles;

� the availability of salvage vehicles;
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� buyer participation in the Internet bidding process;

� delays or changes in state title processing;

� changes in state or federal laws or regulations affecting salvage vehicles;

� our ability to integrate and manage our acquisitions successfully;

� the timing and size of our new facility openings;

� the announcement of new vehicle supply agreements by us or our competitors;

� severity of weather and seasonality of weather patterns;

�
the amount and timing of operating costs and capital expenditures relating to the maintenance and expansion of our business, operations
and infrastructure;

� the availability and cost of general business insurance;

� labor costs and collective bargaining;

� availability of subhaulers at competitive rates;

� acceptance of buyers and sellers of our Internet-based model deploying VB2, a proprietary Internet auction system;

� current levels of out of state and foreign demand for salvage vehicles may not continue;

� the introduction of a similar Internet product by a competitor; and

� the ability to obtain necessary permits to operate salvage auction facilities.

Due to the foregoing factors, our operating results in one or more future periods can be expected to fluctuate. As a result, we believe that
period-to-period comparisons of our results of operations are not necessarily meaningful and should not be relied upon as any indication of
future performance. In the event such fluctuations result in our financial performance being below the expectations of public market analysts
and investors, the price of our common stock could decline substantially.

Government regulation of the salvage vehicle auction industry may impair our operations, increase our costs of doing business and
create potential liability.

Participants in the salvage vehicle auction industry are subject to, and may be required to expend funds to ensure compliance with a
variety of U.S. or Canadian, federal, state, provincial and local governmental, regulatory and administrative rules, regulations, land use
ordinances, licensure requirements and procedures, including those governing vehicle registration, the environment, zoning and land use.
Failure to comply with present or future regulations or changes in interpretations of existing regulations may result in impairment of our
operations and the imposition of penalties and other liabilities. At various times, we may be involved in disputes with local governmental
officials regarding the development and/or operation of our business facilities. We believe that we are in compliance in all material respects
with applicable regulatory requirements. We may be subject to similar types of regulations by federal, provincial, state, and local
governmental agencies in new markets. In addition, new regulatory requirements or
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changes in existing requirements may delay or increase the cost of opening new facilities, may limit our base of salvage vehicle buyers and
may decrease demand for our vehicles.

The operation of our auction facilities poses certain environmental risks, which could adversely affect our results of operations and
financial condition.

Our operations are subject to federal, state, provincial and local laws and regulations regarding the protection of the environment. In the
salvage vehicle auction industry, large numbers of wrecked vehicles are stored at auction facilities and, during that time, spills of fuel, motor
oil and other fluids may occur, resulting in soil, surface water or groundwater contamination. Environmental issues resulting from fuel spills,
oil spillage, or similar problems are also present at our public auction facilities. In addition, certain of our facilities generate and/or store
petroleum products and other hazardous materials, including waste solvents and used oil. We could incur substantial expenditures for
preventative, investigative or remedial action and could be exposed to liability arising from our operations, contamination by previous users of
certain of our acquired facilities, or the disposal of our waste at off-site locations. Environmental laws and regulations could become more
stringent over time and there can be no assurance that we or our operations will not be subject to significant costs in the future. Although we
have obtained indemnification for pre-existing environmental liabilities from many of the persons and entities from whom we have acquired
facilities, there can be no assurance that such indemnifications will be adequate. Any such expenditures or liabilities could have a material
adverse effect on our results of operations and financial condition.

If we experience problems with our providers of fleet operations, our business could be harmed.

We rely upon independent subhaulers to pick up and deliver vehicles to and from our auction facilities. Our failure to pick up and deliver
vehicles in a timely and accurate manner could harm our reputation and brand, which could have a material adverse effect on our business.
Further, an increase in fuel cost may lead to increased prices charged by our independent subhaulers, which may significantly increase our
cost. These costs may not be passed on to our sellers or buyers.

We are partially self-insured for certain losses.

We are partially self-insured for certain losses related to general liability, workers� compensation and auto liability. Our liability
represents an estimate of the ultimate cost of claims incurred as of the balance sheet date. The estimated liability is not discounted and is
established based upon analysis of historical data and actuarial estimates. While we believe these estimates are reasonable based on the
information currently available, if actual trends, including the severity of claims and medical cost inflation, differ from our estimates, our
results of operations could be impacted. Further, we rely on independent experts to assist us in establishing the proper amount of reserves for
anticipated payouts associated with these self-insured exposures. If these experts provide guidance based on erroneous assumptions, use
models mathematically flawed or otherwise provide advice that is inaccurate or unrepresentative, then it could have an adverse impact on our
results of operations.

Our executive officers, directors and their affiliates hold a large percentage of our stock and their interests may differ from other
shareholders.

Our executive officers, directors and their affiliates beneficially own, in the aggregate, approximately 21% of our common stock as of
July 31, 2004. If they were to act together, these shareholders would have significant influence over
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most matters requiring approval by shareholders, including the election of directors, any amendments to our articles of incorporation and
certain significant corporate transactions, including potential merger or acquisition transactions. In addition, without the consent of these
shareholders, we could be delayed or prevented from entering into transactions that could be beneficial to us or our other investors. These
shareholders may take these actions even if they are opposed by our other investors.

We have a shareholder rights plan, or poison pill, which could affect the price of our common stock and make it more difficult for a
potential acquirer to purchase a large portion of our securities, to initiate a tender offer or a proxy contest, or to acquire us.

In March 2003, our board of directors adopted a shareholder rights plan, commonly known as a poison pill. The poison pill may
discourage, delay, or prevent a third party from acquiring a large portion of our securities, initiating a tender offer or proxy contest, or
acquiring us through an acquisition, merger, or similar transaction. Such an acquirer could be prevented from consummating one of these
transactions even if our shareholders might receive a premium for their shares over then-current market prices.

If we lose key management or are unable to attract and retain the talent required for our business, we may not be able to successfully
manage our business or achieve our objectives.

Our future success depends in large part upon the leadership and performance of our executive management team, all of whom are
employed on an at-will basis and none of whom are subject to any agreements not to compete. If we lose the service of one or more of our
executive officers or key employees, in particular Willis J. Johnson, our Chief Executive Officer, and A. Jayson Adair, our President, or if one
or more of them decides to join a competitor or otherwise compete directly or indirectly with us, we may not be able to successfully manage
our business or achieve our business objectives.

Compliance with new rules and regulations concerning corporate governance may be costly and time consuming.

The Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002, or Sarbanes-Oxley, requires, among other things, that companies adopt new corporate governance
measures and imposes comprehensive reporting and disclosure requirements, sets stricter independence and financial expertise standards for
board and audit committee members and imposes increased civil and criminal penalties for companies, their chief executive officers and chief
financial officers for securities law violations. In addition, the Nasdaq National Market, on which our common stock is traded, has adopted
additional comprehensive rules and regulations relating to corporate governance. These laws, rules and regulations will increase the scope,
complexity and cost of our corporate governance, reporting and disclosure practices, which could harm our results of operations and divert
management�s attention from business operations. These new rules and regulations may also make it more difficult and more expensive for us
to obtain director and officer liability insurance and make it more difficult for us to attract and retain qualified members of our board of
directors, particularly to serve on our audit committee.

In the event we are unable to satisfy regulatory requirements relating to internal controls, or if these internal controls over financial
reporting are not effective, our business and our stock price could suffer.

Section 404 of Sarbanes-Oxley requires companies to do a comprehensive and costly evaluation of their internal controls. As a result,
during our fiscal year ending July 31, 2005, we will be required to perform an evaluation of our
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internal controls over financial reporting and have our auditor publicly attest to such evaluation. We have prepared an internal plan of action
for compliance, which includes a timeline and scheduled activities with respect to preparation of such evaluation. Our efforts to comply with
Section 404 and related regulations regarding our management�s required assessment of internal control over financial reporting and our
independent auditors� attestation of that assessment has required, and continues to require, the commitment of significant financial and
managerial resources. While we anticipate being able to fully implement the requirements relating to internal controls and all other aspects of
Section 404 in a timely fashion, we cannot be certain as to the timing of completion of our evaluation, testing and remediation actions or the
impact of the same on our operations since there is no precedent available by which to measure compliance adequacy. If we fail to timely
complete this evaluation, or if our auditors cannot timely attest to our evaluation, we could be subject to regulatory investigations or sanctions,
costly litigation or a loss of public confidence in our internal controls, which could have an adverse effect on our business and our stock price.

Item 2. Properties

Our corporate headquarters are located in Fairfield, California. This facility consists of approximately 100,000 square feet of office space
owned by Copart. We also own or lease an additional 107 operating facilities in the United States and Canada located in California, Texas,
Arkansas, Oklahoma, Kansas, Washington, Oregon, Georgia, Missouri, New York, Connecticut, Florida, Pennsylvania, New Jersey,
Massachusetts, Maryland, Ohio, Illinois, Minnesota, Wisconsin, Mississippi, North Carolina, Indiana, Arizona, Louisiana, Utah, Nevada,
Alabama, South Carolina, Iowa, Michigan, Tennessee, Virginia, Colorado, Idaho, New Mexico, Kentucky, Delaware, Maine, West Virginia,
Montana, Alaska and Ontario. We believe that our existing facilities are adequate to meet current requirements and that suitable additional or
substitute space will be available as needed to accommodate any expansion of operations and additional offices.

Item 3. Legal Proceedings

We are involved in litigation and damage claims arising in the ordinary course of business, such as actions related to injuries, property
damage or handling or disposal of vehicles. Among this litigation is a lawsuit filed in Massachusetts against us which purports to be a class
action on behalf of persons whose vehicles were disposed of by us as abandoned vehicles, which the claimant contends were disposed of
without complying with state laws.

We are also involved in various governmental and administrative proceedings primarily relating to licensing and operation of our business.
We provide for costs relating to these matters when a loss is probable and the amount may be reasonably estimated. The effect of the outcome
of these matters on our future results of operations cannot be predicted because any such effect depends on future results of operations, the
amount and timing of the resolution of such matters. While it is not feasible to determine the outcome of these matters, management believes
that any ultimate liability will not have a material effect on our financial position, results of operations or cash flows.

Item 4. Submission of Matters to a Vote of Security Holders

We did not submit any matters to a vote of our shareholders during the fourth quarter of our 2004 fiscal year.
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Item 4A. Executive Officers of the Registrant

Executive Officers

Our executive officers and their ages as of July 31, 2004 were as follows:

Name Age Position

Willis J. Johnson 57 Chief Executive Officer and Director
A. Jayson Adair 34 President and Director
James E. Meeks 54 Executive Vice President, Chief Operating Officer and Director
William E. Franklin 48 Senior Vice President and Chief Financial Officer
Paul A. Styer 48 Senior Vice President, General Counsel and Secretary
Vincent W. Mitz 41 Senior Vice President of Marketing
David L. Bauer

43
Senior Vice President of Information Technology and Chief Information
Officer

Gerald Waters 57 Senior Vice President of Strategic Planning
Russell D. Lowy 45 Senior Vice President of Operations
Thomas E. Wylie 53 Senior Vice President of Human Resources
Simon E. Rote 32 Vice President of Finance

Willis J. Johnson, our founder, has served as our Chief Executive Officer since 1986 and as a director since 1982. Mr. Johnson served as
our President from 1986 until May 1995. Mr. Johnson was an officer and director of U-Pull-It, Inc. (�UPI�), a self-service auto dismantler
which he co-founded in 1982, from 1982 through September 1994. Mr. Johnson sold his entire interest in UPI in September 1994.
Mr. Johnson has over 30 years of experience in owning and operating auto dismantling companies.

A. Jayson Adair has served as our President since November 1996 and as a director since September 1992. From April 1995 until
October 1996, Mr. Adair served as our Executive Vice President. From August 1990 until April 1995, Mr. Adair served as our Vice President
of Sales and Operations and from June 1989 to August 1990, Mr. Adair served as our Manager of Operations.

James E. Meeks has served as our Vice President and Chief Operating Officer since September 1992 when he joined us concurrent with
our purchase of South Bay Salvage Pool (�San Martin Operation�). Mr. Meeks has served as our Executive Vice President and director since
October 1996 and as Senior Vice President since April 1995. From April 1986 to September 1992, Mr. Meeks, together with his family,
owned and operated the San Martin Operation. Mr. Meeks was also an officer, director and part owner of Cas & Meeks, Inc., a towing and
subhauling service company, which he operated from 1991 to March 2001. Mr. Meeks has over 30 years of experience in the vehicle
dismantling business.

William E. Franklin has served as our Senior Vice President and Chief Financial Officer since March 2004. Mr. Franklin has over
20 years in international finance and executive management experience. From October 2001 to March 2004 he served as the Chief Financial
Officer of Ptek Holdings, Inc., an international telecommunications company. Prior to that he was the President and CEO of Clifford
Electronics, an international consumer electronics company. Mr. Franklin received a Master�s degree in Business Administration from the
University of Southern California and his Bachelor�s of Science degree in Finance from California State University Bakersfield. Mr. Franklin
is a Certified Public Accountant.

Paul A. Styer has served as our General Counsel since September 1992, served as our Senior Vice President since April 1995 and as our
Vice President from September 1992 until April 1995. Mr. Styer served as our director from
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September 1992 until October 1993. Mr. Styer has served as our Secretary since October 1993. From August 1990 to September 1992,
Mr. Styer conducted an independent law practice. Mr. Styer received a B.A. from the University of California, Davis and a J.D. from the
University of the Pacific. Mr. Styer is a member of the California State Bar Association.

Vincent W. Mitz has served as our Senior Vice President of Marketing since May 1995. Prior thereto, Mr. Mitz was employed by
NER Auction Systems from 1981 until its acquisition by Copart in 1995. At NER, Mr. Mitz held numerous positions culminating as Vice
President of Sales and Operations for NER�s New York region from 1990 to 1993 and Vice President of Sales & Marketing from 1993 to
1995.

David L. Bauer has served as our Senior Vice President of Information Technology and Chief Information Officer since joining Copart in
December 1995. Prior thereto, Mr. Bauer was an independent systems consultant from 1987 to 1995. Prior to working independently,
Mr. Bauer spent 1983 to 1987 working in Arthur Andersen & Company�s Management Information Consulting Division, leaving in 1987 as a
Consulting Manager. Mr. Bauer earned a B.A. in Economics from the University of California, San Diego in 1981 and an MBA from
University of California, Davis in 1983.

Gerald Waters has served as our Senior Vice President of Strategic Planning since August 2003. Mr. Waters served as Senior Vice
President of Operations from May 1995 to August 2003 and as Vice President of Sales and Marketing from January 1993 to May 1995. Prior
to 1993 Mr. Waters was employed for 23 years with a major auto insurance provider in various claims management positions. Mr. Waters
received a B.S. in Accounting from the Long Island University, C. W. Post Center.

Russell D. Lowy has served as our Senior Vice President of Operations since July 2002. Mr. Lowy served as Vice President of
Operations, Eastern Division from December 1999 to July 2002. From December 1998 to December 1999, Mr. Lowy served as Director of
Training and Auditing. Mr. Lowy served as Assistant Vice President of Operations from 1996 to 1997, Regional Manager of Northern
California from 1995 to 1996 and Marketing Manager from 1993 to 1994. Prior to joining us, Mr. Lowy spent nine years with ADP � Claims
Solutions Group. Mr. Lowy received a B.S. in Business Administration from California State University, Chico in 1982.

Thomas E. Wylie has served as our Senior Vice President of Human Resources since September 2003. Mr. Wylie has over 25 years in
human resources and organizational change management experience. From January 2001 to November 2003 he served as Vice President,
Human Resources, Systems and Administration for the California Division of Kaiser Permanente, a health care organization headquartered in
Oakland, California. Prior to that he was the Vice President of Human Resources for Global Business Services, a division of Honeywell
International in Morristown, New Jersey. He held several other positions with Honeywell starting in 1979. Mr. Wylie received a bachelor�s
degree from Hamline University in St. Paul, Minnesota.

Simon E. Rote has served as our Vice President of Finance since March 2003. Prior thereto, Mr. Rote served as our Controller from
December 1998 to March 2003, and as our Assistant Controller from December 1997 to December 1998. Mr. Rote was an auditor with KPMG
from 1994 to 1997. Mr. Rote received a B.S. in Accounting from St. Mary�s College in 1994.

Our executive officers are elected by our board of directors and serve at the discretion of the board. There are no family relationships
among any of our directors or executive officers, except that A. Jayson Adair is the son-in-law of Willis J. Johnson.
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PART II

Item 5. Market for Registrant��s Common Equity Related Shareholder Matters and Issuer Purchases of Equity Securities

Market Information

The following table summarizes the high and low sales prices per share of our common stock for each quarter during the last two fiscal
years. As of July 31, 2004, there were 90,075,843 shares outstanding. Our common stock has been quoted on the Nasdaq National Market
under the symbol �CPRT� since March 17, 1994. As of July 31, 2004, we had 1,235 shareholders of record.

Fiscal Year 2004 High Low

Fourth Quarter 28.11 17.04
Third Quarter 22.56 14.86
Second Quarter 18.50 11.44
First Quarter 13.27 8.30

Fiscal Year 2003 High Low

Fourth Quarter 10.60 8.17
Third Quarter 10.49 6.99
Second Quarter 12.85 10.08
First Quarter 14.89 8.75

Dividend Policies

We have not paid a cash dividend since becoming a public company in 1994. We currently intend to retain any earnings for use in our
business and do not anticipate paying any cash dividends in the foreseeable future.

Equity Compensation Plans

The information required by this item regarding securities reserved for issuance under equity compensation plans is incorporated by
reference to section entitled �Executive Compensation� contained on our proxy statement for the 2004 annual meeting of shareholders.

Stock Repurchase

In February 2003, the Company�s Board of Directors authorized the Company to repurchase up to 9 million shares of its Common Stock.
The repurchases may be effected through solicited or unsolicited transactions in the open market or in privately negotiated transactions. No
time limit has been placed on the duration of the share repurchase program. The repurchases will be made at such times and in such amounts
as Copart deems appropriate and may be discontinued at any time. As of July 31, 2004 the Company had repurchased a total of
3,672,300 shares at a weighted average price of $8.49. The Company repurchased a total of 977,100 shares at a weighted average price of
$10.974 during the fiscal year ending July 31, 2004. For the year ended July 31, 2003, the Company repurchased a total of
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2,695,200 shares at a weighted average price of $7.59 per share. The number and average price of shares purchased in each fiscal year are set
forth in the table below:

Total Total Number of Maximum Number

Number Average Shares Purchased of Shares That May

of Shares Price Paid as Part of Publicly Yet Be Purchased

Period Purchased Per Share Announced Program Under the Program

Fiscal 2004
First Quarter 977,100 $ 10.97 3,672,300 5,327,700
Second Quarter � � � �

Third Quarter � � � �

Fourth Quarter � � � �

Fiscal 2003
First Quarter � � � �

Second Quarter � � � �

Third Quarter 2,695,200 $ 7.59 2,695,200 6,304,800
Fourth Quarter � � � �
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Item 6. Selected Financial Data

The following selected operating data, balance sheet data, and other data as of and for the years ended July 31, 2004, 2003, 2002, 2001 and
2000 have been derived from the audited consolidated financial statements of the Company. The selected consolidated financial data should
be read in conjunction with �Management�s Discussion and Analysis of Financial Condition and Results of Operations� and the Company�s
consolidated financial statements and the notes thereto.

Fiscal Year Ending July 31,

2004 2003 2002 2001 2000

(In 000��s except per share and other data)

Selected Operating Data
Revenues $ 400,796 $ 347,423 $ 316,456 $ 253,889 $ 190,042
Operating income 124,766 90,755 89,940 68,117 46,216
Income before income taxes 130,297 94,167 93,658 71,044 47,974
Net income 79,220 57,222 57,389 42,685 29,429
Basic per share amounts:

Net income $ 0.89 $ 0.63 $ 0.65 $ 0.52 $ 0.36
Weighted average shares 89,457 91,408 88,718 82,340 80,851

Diluted per share amounts:
Net income $ 0.87 $ 0.62 $ 0.63 $ 0.50 $ 0.35
Weighted average shares 91,537 93,018 91,251 84,614 83,710

Balance Sheet Data
Cash and cash equivalents $ 178,320 $ 116,746 $ 132,690 $ 15,245 $ 12,165
Working capital 229,888 166,905 175,184 60,795 52,393
Total assets 673,023 587,100 535,848 315,064 262,324
Total debt 16 107 409 712 8,555
Shareholders� equity 602,263 525,640 486,217 269,152 219,890

Other Data
Number of auction facilities 107 102 94 84 76

(1) Certain reclassifications in the above table have been made. See Footnote 1 in Item 8.
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Item 7. Management��s Discussion and Analysis of Financial Condition and Results of Operations

SPECIAL NOTE REGARDING FORWARD-LOOKING STATEMENTS

This report, including the information incorporated by reference herein, contains forward-looking statements within the meaning of
Section 27A of the Securities Act of 1933 and Section 21E of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934. In some cases, you can identify forward-
looking statements by terms such as �may,� �will,� �should,� �expect,� �plan,� �intend,� �forecast,� �anticipate,� �believe,� �estimate,�
�predict,� �potential,� �continue� or the negative of these terms or other comparable terminology. The forward-looking statements contained
in this report involve known and unknown risks, uncertainties and situations that may cause our or our industry�s actual results, level of
activity, performance or achievements to be materially different from any future results, levels of activity, performance or achievements
expressed or implied by these statements. These factors include those listed under the caption �Factors That May Affect Future Results�
beginning on page 15 of this report and those discussed elsewhere in this report. We encourage investors to review these factors carefully.

Although we believe that, based on information currently available to Copart and its management, the expectations reflected in the
forward-looking statements are reasonable, we cannot guarantee future results, levels of activity, performance or achievements. You should
not place undue reliance on these forward-looking statements.

Overview

We provide vehicle suppliers, primarily insurance companies, with a full range of services to process and sell salvage vehicles through
auctions, principally to licensed vehicle dismantlers, rebuilders, repair licensees, used vehicle dealers and exporters. Salvage vehicles are
either damaged vehicles deemed a total loss for insurance or business purposes or are recovered stolen vehicles for which an insurance
settlement with the vehicle owner has already been made. We offer vehicle suppliers a full range of services that expedite each stage of the
salvage vehicle auction process and minimize administrative and processing costs. We generate revenues primarily from auction fees paid by
vehicle suppliers and vehicle buyers as well as related fees for services such as towing and storage.

We process salvage vehicles principally on a consignment method, on either the Percentage Incentive Program (�PIP�) or on a fixed fee
consignment basis. Using either consignment method, only the fees associated with vehicle processing are recorded in revenue.

For the fiscal years ended July 31, 2004, 2003 and 2002, approximately 65%, 67% and 67% of the vehicles we sold, respectively, were
processed under PIP. We attempt to convert vehicle supplier agreements at acquired operations to PIP, which typically results in higher net
returns to vehicle suppliers and higher fees to us than standard fixed fee consignment programs. Those vehicles not sold under the PIP
program were processed under fixed fee agreements.

Due to a number of factors, including the timing and size of new acquisitions, market conditions, and acceptance of PIP by vehicle
suppliers, the percentage of vehicles processed under these programs in future periods may vary.

Our revenues consist of salvage fees charged to vehicle suppliers and vehicle buyers, transportation revenue and purchased vehicle
revenues. Salvage fees from vehicle suppliers include fees under PIP agreements and fixed fee programs where we charge for title processing,
special preparation, storage and selling. Salvage fees also include fees charged to vehicle buyers for purchasing vehicles, storage and annual
registration. Transportation revenue includes charges to suppliers for towing vehicles under fixed fee contracts. Transportation revenue also
includes towing charges
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assessed to buyers for delivering vehicles. Purchased vehicle revenues are comprised of the price that buyers paid at our auctions for vehicles
processed that we own.

Costs attributable to yard and fleet expenses consist primarily of operating personnel (which includes yard management, clerical and yard
employees), rent, contract vehicle towing, insurance, fuel, fleet maintenance and repair, and costs of vehicles we sold under purchase
contracts. Costs associated with general and administrative expenses consist primarily of executive, accounting and data processing, sales
personnel, human resources, professional fees and marketing expenses.

During fiscal 2004, we converted all of our salvage vehicle auction facilities to an Internet based auction-style model using our Virtual
Bidding Second Generation (�VB2�) Internet sales technology. This second generation technology combines two bidding processes. An open
Preliminary Bidding feature allows a buyer to enter bids either at a bidding station at the auction facility during the three preview days or over
the Internet. To improve the effectiveness of bidding, the VB2 system lets a buyer see the current high bid on the vehicle they want to
purchase. The preliminary bidding phase is an open sales format. Buyers enter the maximum price they are willing to pay for a vehicle and
BID4U will incrementally bid the vehicle on their behalf. Preliminary bidding ends one hour prior to the start of an Internet-only virtual sale.
BID4U will represent the high preliminary bidder at the Internet-only virtual sale. This feature allows bidders the opportunity to bid against
each other and the high preliminary bidder. The bidders enter bids via the Internet in a real time format. BID4U submits bids for the high
preliminary bidder, up to their maximum bid. When bidding stops, a countdown is initiated. If no bids are received during the countdown, the
vehicle sells to the highest bidder. VB2 opens our sales process to registered buyers anywhere in the world who have Internet access.

We believe the implementation of VB2 across our salvage operations has increased the pool of available buyers for each sale and the
added competition has increased the amount buyers are willing to pay for salvage from us. It has also improved the efficiency of our
operations. For fiscal 2004, sales of vehicles to buyers outside the state where the vehicle is located accounted for 41% of total vehicles sold;
24% of salvage vehicles were sold to out of state buyers and 17% were sold to buyers out of country.

The period-to-period comparability of our operating results and financial condition is substantially affected by business acquisitions and
new openings made by us during such periods.

Acquisitions and New Operations

We have experienced significant growth as we have acquired twelve vehicle auction facilities and established twelve new facilities since
the beginning of fiscal 2002. All of these acquisitions have been accounted for using the purchase method of accounting.

As part of our overall expansion strategy of offering integrated service to vehicle suppliers, we anticipate acquiring and developing
facilities in new regions, as well as the regions currently served by our facilities. As part of this strategy, in fiscal 2004 we acquired new
facilities in or near Eugene, Oregon; Cleveland, Ohio and Anchorage, Alaska and opened new facilities in or near Toronto, Canada and
Helena, Montana. In fiscal 2003, we acquired new facilities in or near Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania; Reno, Nevada and Richmond, Virginia and
opened new facilities in or near Springfield, Missouri; Corpus Christi, Texas; Ft. Pierce, Florida; Rancho Cucamonga, California; Richmond,
Virginia and Albany, New York. In fiscal 2002, we acquired new facilities in or near New Castle, Delaware; Savannah, Georgia; Tifton,
Georgia; Charleston, West Virginia; Haslet, Texas and Greencastle, Pennsylvania and opened new facilities in or near Lyman,
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Maine; Tucson, Arizona; Somerville, New Jersey and Amarillo, Texas. We believe that these acquisitions and openings strengthen our
coverage as we have 107 facilities located in North America and are able to provide national coverage for our suppliers.

We seek to increase revenues and profitability by, among other things, (i) acquiring and developing new salvage vehicle auction facilities
in key markets, (ii) pursuing national and regional vehicle supply agreements, (iii) expanding our service offerings to suppliers and buyers,
(iv) increasing revenue and profitability at our public automobile auction facilities and (v) expanding the application of VB2 into new markets.
In addition, we implement our pricing structure and merchandising procedures and attempt to effect cost efficiencies at each of our acquired
facilities by implementing our operational procedures, integrating our management information systems and redeploying personnel, when
necessary.

Critical Accounting Policies and Estimates

The preparation of consolidated financial statements requires us to make estimates and judgments that affect the reported amounts of
assets, liabilities, revenues and expenses, and the related disclosure of contingent assets and liabilities. On an ongoing basis, we evaluate our
estimates, including those related to vehicle pooling costs, allowance for doubtful accounts, goodwill, income taxes and long-lived assets. We
base our estimates on historical experience and on various other assumptions that we believe are reasonable under the circumstances, the
results of which form the basis for making judgments about the carrying value of assets and liabilities that are not readily apparent from other
sources. Actual results may differ from these estimates under different assumptions or conditions.

We believe the following critical accounting policies affect our more significant judgments and estimates used in the preparation of our
consolidated financial statements:

We defer, in vehicle pooling costs, certain yard and fleet expenses associated with vehicles consigned to and received by us but not sold as
of the balance sheet date. We quantify the deferred costs using a calculation that includes the number of vehicles at our facilities at the
beginning and end of the period, the number of vehicles sold during the period and an allocation of certain yard and fleet expenses of the
period. The primary expenses allocated and deferred are certain facility costs, labor, transportation, and vehicle processing. If our allocation
factors change, then yard and fleet expenses could increase or decrease correspondingly in the future. These costs are expensed as vehicles are
sold in the subsequent periods on an average cost basis.

We maintain an allowance for doubtful accounts in order to provide for estimated losses resulting from disputed amounts billed to
suppliers or buyers and the inability of our suppliers or buyers to make required payments. If billing disputes exceed expectations and/or if the
financial condition of our suppliers or buyers were to deteriorate, additional allowances may be required.

We evaluate separately the impairment of goodwill of our salvage and our public auction operating segments, annually by comparing the
fair value of the operating segment to its carrying value. In prior years, we evaluated impairment of goodwill at the facility level by comparing
the fair value of the reporting unit to its carrying value. During fiscal 2004, when we centralized the auction process with the implementation
of VB2, we determined the appropriate level for testing for impairment was at the salvage and public auction levels. Under this accounting
policy, we have not recognized any charges for the impairment of goodwill in previous years or the current year. Future adverse changes in
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market conditions or poor operating results of an operating segment could result in an inability to recover the carrying value of the investment,
thereby requiring an impairment charge in the future.

We evaluate the realizability of our deferred tax assets on an ongoing basis. Generally accepted accounting principles require the
assessment of the Company�s performance and other relevant factors when determining the need for a valuation allowance with respect to
these deferred tax assets. The Company�s ability to realize deferred tax assets is dependent on its ability to generate future taxable income.
Accordingly, the Company has established a valuation allowance when, in certain taxable jurisdictions, the utilization of the tax asset is
uncertain. Additional timing differences, future earning trends and/or tax strategies may occur which could warrant a need for establishing an
additional valuation allowance or a reserve.

We are also required to estimate income tax provisions and amounts ultimately payable or recoverable in numerous jurisdictions. Such
estimates involve significant interpretations of regulations and are inherently very complex. Resolution of income tax treatments in individual
jurisdictions may not be known for many years after completion of any fiscal year.

We evaluate long-lived assets and certain identifiable intangibles for impairment whenever events or changes in circumstances indicate
that the carrying amount of an asset may not be recoverable. Recoverability of assets is measured by a comparison of the carrying amount of
an asset to estimated undiscounted future cash flows expected to be generated by the asset. If the estimated undiscounted future cash flows
change in the future, we may be required to reduce the carrying amount of an asset in the future.

We are partially self-insured for certain losses related to general liability, workers� compensation and auto liability. Our liability
represents an estimate of the ultimate cost of claims incurred as of the balance sheet date. The estimated liability is not discounted and is
established based upon analysis of historical data and actuarial estimates. While we believe these estimates are reasonable based on the
information currently available, if actual trends, including the severity of claims and medical cost inflation, differ from our estimates, our
results of operations could be impacted.
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Results of Operations

The following table sets forth for the periods indicated below, certain information derived from our consolidated statements of income
expressed as a percentage of revenues. There can be no assurance that any trend in operating results will continue in the future.

Fiscal Years Ended July 31,

2004 2003 2002

Revenues 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%

Operating expenses:
Yard and fleet 52.1 58.3 59.1
General and administrative 9.1 8.3 7.3
Depreciation and amortization 7.7 7.3 5.2

Total operating expenses 68.9 73.9 71.6

Operating income 31.1 26.1 28.4
Other income, net 1.4 1.0 1.2

Income before income taxes 32.5 27.1 29.6
Income taxes 12.7 10.6 11.5

Net income 19.8 % 16.5 % 18.1 %

Fiscal 2004 Compared to Fiscal 2003

Revenues were approximately $400.8 million during fiscal 2004, an increase of approximately $53.4 million, or 15%, over fiscal 2003.
The increase was due primarily to increased salvage vehicle volume, new service revenue and higher fees resulting from increased auction
proceeds per vehicle. We believe the increase in proceeds per vehicle was the result of the introduction of Virtual Bidding Second Generation
�VB2� as more buyers are able to participate in the auctions. Existing facilities contributed approximately $52.0 million of new revenue and
new facilities (identified below), contributed approximately $1.4 million of new revenue.

New facilities in or near Toronto, Canada; Eugene, Oregon; Helena, Montana; Cleveland, Ohio and Anchorage, Alaska contributed
approximately $1.4 million of new revenue during fiscal 2004.

Yard and fleet expenses were approximately $208.8 million during fiscal 2004, an increase of approximately $6.3 million, or 3%, over
fiscal 2003. Included in yard and fleet expense is a net adjustment to insurance reserves that decreased this expense by $4.4 million. The
increase in yard and fleet expenses was due principally to the cost of handling increased volume at existing operations and the costs of new
facilities. Approximately $2.1 million of the increase was the result of the acquisition and opening of new facilities. Yard and fleet expenses
from existing facilities, excluding the $4.4 million favorable adjustment to reserves, grew by approximately $8.6 million, or 4%. Yard and
fleet expenses decreased to 52% of revenues during fiscal 2004, as compared to 58% of revenues during fiscal 2003. Yard and fleet expenses
decreased as a percentage of revenue and was due in part to the fixed cost nature of Copart�s business. The decrease in yard and fleet
expenses, as a percentage or revenue, was offset by an increase in general and administrative expenses.

General and administrative expenses were approximately $36.5 million during fiscal 2004, an increase of approximately $7.8 million, or
27%, over fiscal 2003. The increase was primarily due to increases in software development cost, technology hardware leasing cost, and IT
payroll costs, all directly associated with the development
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and deployment of VB2. In addition, the company saw increases in the cost of professional services, impacted by Sarbanes-Oxley compliance
and increased payroll and benefit costs associated with expanded support headcount. General and administrative expenses increased to 9% of
revenues during fiscal 2004, as compared to 8% of revenues during fiscal 2003.

Depreciation and amortization expense was approximately $30.8 million during fiscal 2004, an increase of approximately $5.3 million, or
21%, over fiscal 2003. This increase was due primarily to depreciation and amortization of capital expenditures and covenants not to compete
and depreciation of acquired assets resulting from the acquisition of new auction facilities.

Total other income was approximately $5.5 million during fiscal 2004, an increase of approximately $2.1 million, or 62% from fiscal
2003. Gain on sale of fleet equipment represents the gain on the sale of 602 vehicles. The sale of the equipment is associated with the
Company�s decision to replace its company owned trucks with subhaulers for its towing services. Interest income decreased approximately
$0.1 million due to lower interest rates during the first nine months of the fiscal year. Other income, which consists primarily of rental income,
increased approximately $1.1 million as the company rented several under-utilized facilities.

Our effective combined federal, state and local income tax rate for fiscal 2004 and fiscal 2003 was approximately 39%.

Due to the foregoing factors, we realized net income of approximately $79.2 million for fiscal 2004, compared to net income of
approximately $57.2 million for fiscal 2003.

Fiscal 2003 Compared to Fiscal 2002

Revenues were approximately $347.4 million during fiscal 2003, an increase of approximately $31.0 million, or 10%, over fiscal 2002.
The increase was due primarily to increased volume at existing facilities, which contributed approximately $24.1 million in revenue and to
new facilities (identified below), which contributed approximately $6.9 million of new revenue.

New facilities in or near West Mifflin, Pennsylvania; Reno, Nevada; Richmond, Virginia; Springfield, Missouri; Corpus Christi, Texas;
Ft. Pierce, Florida; Rancho Cucamonga, California; Richmond, Virginia and Albany, New York contributed approximately $6.9 million of
new revenue during fiscal 2003.

Yard and fleet expenses were approximately $202.4 million during fiscal 2003, an increase of approximately $15.5 million, or 8%, over
fiscal 2002. The increase in yard and fleet expenses was due principally to the cost of handling increased volume at existing operations and the
costs of new facilities. Approximately $7.3 million of the increase was the result of the opening and operating of new facilities. Yard and fleet
expenses from existing facilities grew by approximately $8.2 million, or 4%, compared to existing facility revenue growth of approximately
$24.1 million, or 8%. Yard and fleet expenses decreased to 58% of revenues during fiscal 2003, as compared to 59% of revenues during fiscal
2002.

General and administrative expenses were approximately $28.7 million during fiscal 2003, an increase of approximately $5.4 million, or
23%, over fiscal 2002. This increase was due primarily to an increase of approximately $2.5 million in payroll expense, $1.0 million in
professional services, $0.6 million in frame connectivity charges and $1.3 million in various other general and administrative items. General
and administrative expenses increased to 8% of revenues during fiscal 2003, as compared to 7% of revenues during fiscal 2002.
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Depreciation and amortization expense was approximately $25.5 million during fiscal 2003, an increase of approximately $9.2 million, or
57%, over fiscal 2002. This increase was due primarily to depreciation and amortization of capital expenditures and covenants not to compete
and depreciation of acquired assets resulting from the acquisition of new auction facilities. Growth in capital spending in fiscal 2003 and prior
periods is expected to result in increased depreciation and amortization expense in future periods.

Total other income was approximately $3.4 million during fiscal 2003, a decrease of approximately $0.3 million, or 8% from fiscal 2002.
The decrease is due primarily to a reduction in the gain from the sale of certain fixed assets of approximately $0.5 million. Interest income
decreased approximately $0.2 million due to lower interest rates and a reduction in the cash balance. These decreases were offset by an
increase in rental income of approximately $0.4 million.

Our effective combined federal, state and local income tax rate for fiscal 2003 and fiscal 2002 was 39%.

Due to the foregoing factors, we realized net income of approximately $57.2 million for fiscal 2003, compared to net income of
approximately $57.4 million for fiscal 2002.

Liquidity and Capital Resources

Historically, we have financed our growth through cash generated from operations, public offerings of common stock, the equity issued in
conjunction with certain acquisitions and debt financing. Cash and cash equivalents increased by approximately $61.6 million in fiscal 2004
and decreased by approximately $15.9 million in fiscal 2003. Our liquidity and capital resources have not been materially affected by
inflation. During the winter months, most of our facilities process 10% to 30% more vehicles than at other times of the year. This increased
seasonal volume requires the increased use of our cash to pay out advances and handling costs of the additional business.

As of July 31, 2004, we had working capital of approximately $229.9 million, including cash and cash equivalents of approximately
$178.3 million. Our primary source of cash is from the collection of sellers� fees, buyers� fees and reimbursable advances from the proceeds
of auctioned salvage vehicles.

We believe that our currently available cash, cash generated from operations and borrowing availability under our bank credit facilities
and equipment leasing lines will be sufficient to satisfy our operating and working capital requirements for at least the next 12 months.
However, if we experience significant growth in the future, we may be required to raise additional cash through the issuance of new debt or
additional equity.

Operating Activities

Net cash provided by operating activities increased by $36.1 million from fiscal 2003 to $115.2 million in fiscal 2004, due to the timing of
routine changes in working capital items and profitability of the company.

Investing Activities

Capital expenditures (excluding those associated with fixed assets attributable to acquisitions) were approximately $64.6 million,
$70.7 million and $85.9 million for fiscal 2004, 2003 and 2002, respectively. Our capital expenditures have related primarily to opening and
improving facilities and acquiring yard equipment. In addition, in fiscal 2004, the company sold most of its transportation fleet as it moved to
outsource this function. Sale of fleet equipment generated approximately $19.0 million in gross proceeds.
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During the fiscal year ended July 31, 2004, we used cash for the acquisition of operations in Eugene, Oregon; Cleveland, Ohio and
Anchorage, Alaska, which had an aggregate cash cost of approximately $4.7 million. During the fiscal year ended July 31, 2003, we used cash
for the acquisition of operations in West Mifflin, Pennsylvania; Reno, Nevada and Richmond, Virginia, which had an aggregate cash cost of
approximately $6.6 million. During the fiscal year ended July 31, 2002, we used cash and common stock for the acquisition of operations in
New Castle, Delaware; Savannah, Georgia; Tifton, Georgia; Charleston, West Virginia; Haslet, Texas and Greencastle, Pennsylvania. The
consideration paid consisted of an aggregate cash cost of approximately $8.6 million and approximately $25.7 million in common stock.

During fiscal year ended July 31, 2002, we used common stock to purchase an existing facility, which we were leasing. The consideration
paid consisted of approximately $2.3 million in common stock.

Financing Activities

In fiscal 2002, we completed a follow-on public offering of 6.9 million shares of our common stock at a price to the public of $19.33 per
share, split adjusted. We sold all of the shares and the offering raised $126.1 million after underwriting discounts and offering costs.

In fiscal 2004, 2003 and 2002, we generated approximately $5.1 million, $0.4 million and $1.1 million, respectively, through the exercise
of stock options.

In fiscal 2004, 2003 and 2002, we generated approximately $1.3 million, $1.9 million and $1.7 million, respectively, through the issuance
of shares under the employee stock purchase program.

In February 2003, the Company�s Board of Directors authorized the Company to repurchase up to 9 million shares of its Common Stock.
The repurchases may be effected through solicited or unsolicited transactions in the open market or in privately negotiated transactions. No
time limit has been placed on the duration of the share repurchase program. The repurchases will be made at such times and in such amounts,
as Copart deems appropriate and may be discontinued at any time. As of July 31, 2004 the Company had repurchased a total of
3,672,300 shares at a weighted average price of $8.49. The Company repurchased a total of 977,100 shares at a weighted average price of
$10.974 during the fiscal year ending July 31, 2004. For the year ended July 31, 2003, the Company had repurchased a total of
2,695,200 shares at a weighted average price of $7.59 per share. The Company accounted for the repurchase of its Common Stock by charging
Common Stock for $31,170,400. As of October 1, 2004, the company has not repurchased any shares in fiscal 2005.

Lease, Purchase and Other Contractual Obligations

The following table summarizes our significant contractual obligations and commercial commitments as of July 31, 2004:

Payments Due By Period

Less than More than

Contractual Obligations(1) Total 1 Year 1-3 Years 3-5 Years 5 Years

Capital Leases $ 18,100 $ 8,700 $ 9,400 $ � �

Operating Leases $ 111,793,400 $ 22,988,300 $ 35,190,000 $ 20,878,700 $ 32,736,400
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Amount of Commitment Expiration Per Period

Less than More than

Commercial Commitments(2) Total 1 Year 1-3 Years 3-5 Years 5 Years

Letters of Credit $ 11,500,000 $ 11,500,000 � � �

(1)
Contractual obligations consist of long-term debt and future minimum lease payments under capital and operating leases, including off-
balance sheet leases, used in the normal course of business.

(2) Commercial commitments include primarily letters of credit provided for insurance programs and certain business transactions.

Credit Facilities

On February 23, 2001, we entered into a credit facility with our existing banking syndicate. The facility provided by Wells Fargo Bank,
Fleet National Bank and U.S. Bank National Association consists of an unsecured revolving reducing line of credit in the amount of
$75 million that matures in 2006. As of July 31, 2004, the Company had available $63.5 million under this facility, after taking into account
$11.5 million of outstanding letters of credit. We are subject to customary covenants, including the following financial covenants: 1) ratio of
funded debt to earnings before interest, taxes, depreciation and amortization (EBITDA); 2) profitable operation; 3) leverage ratio and
4) interest coverage ratio. The Company is in compliance with all covenants.

Item 7A. Quantitative and Qualitative Disclosures About Market Risk

Our principal exposures to financial market risk are interest rate and foreign currency risk. Our exposure to market risk for changes in
interest rates relates primarily to our investment portfolio of marketable securities. Our exposure to foreign currency risks relates to our
operations in Canada, which have not been significant. We do not hedge our exposure to the Canadian dollar. We do not use derivative
financial instruments for speculative or trading purposes. We invest primarily in corporate securities, bank certificates, U.S. Treasury and
Agency Obligations, asset-backed securities, repurchase agreements, auction rate debt instruments and money market mutual funds and
generally hold them to maturity. Consequently, we do not expect any material loss with respect to our investment portfolio.

We do not use derivative financial instruments in our investment portfolio to manage interest rate risk. We do, however, limit our exposure
to interest rate and credit risk by establishing and strictly monitoring clear policies and guidelines for our fixed income portfolios. At the
present time, the maximum average duration of all portfolios is 90 days or less. Our guidelines also establish credit quality standards, limits on
exposure to any one issue as well the type of instruments. Due to the limited duration and credit risk criteria in our guidelines, we do not
expect that our exposure to market and credit risk will be material.

Item 8. Financial Statements and Supplementary Data

See Part IV, Item 15(a) for an index to the financial statements and supplementary financial information.
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Item 9. Changes in and Disagreements with Accountants on Accounting and Financial Disclosure

None.

Item 9A. Controls and Procedures

(a) Evaluation of Disclosure Controls and Procedures.

Our management evaluated, with participation of our Chief Executive Officer and our Chief Financial Officer, the effectiveness of our
disclosure controls and procedures as of the end of the period covered by this Annual Report on Form 10-K. Based on this evaluation, our
Chief Executive Officer and our Chief Financial Officer have concluded that our disclosure controls and procedures are effective to ensure
that information we are required to disclose in reports that we file or submit under the Securities and Exchange Act of 1934 is recorded,
processed, summarized and reported within the time periods specified in Securities and Exchange Commission rules and forms.

(b) Changes in Internal Controls Over Financial Reporting.

There were no changes in our internal controls over financial reporting (as defined in Rule 13a-15(e) of the Exchange Act of 1934, as
amended) that occurred during the period covered by this Annual Report on Form 10-K that have materially affected, or are reasonably likely
to materially affect, our internal controls over financial reporting.

Item 9B. Other Information

None.

PART III

Item 10. Directors and Executive Officers of the Registrant

The information concerning the Company�s directors required by this Item is incorporated herein by reference from the Company�s
definitive proxy statement to be filed within 120 days of the end of our fiscal year pursuant to General Instruction G (3) of Form 10-K in
connection with the Company�s Annual Meeting of Shareholders to be held on December 7, 2004 (�Proxy Statement�) under the heading
�Proposal One � Election of Directors.�

Information regarding executive officers is included in Item 4A, Part I hereof under the caption �Executive Officers of the Registrant.�

The information regarding compliance with Section 16(a) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, as amended is incorporated herein by
reference from the Company�s Proxy Statement under the heading �Section 16(a) Beneficial Ownership Reporting Compliance.�

Code of Ethics
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We have adopted the Copart, Inc. Code of Ethics for Principal Executive and Senior Financial Officers (�Code of Ethics�). The Code
applies to our principal executive officer, our principal financial officer, our principal accounting officer or controller, and persons performing
similar functions and responsibilities who shall be identified by our Audit Committee from time to time.
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The Code of Ethics is available at our website, located at http://www.copart.com. It may be found at our website as follows:

1. From our main web page, click on �Investor Relations.�

2. Next, click on �Corporate Governance.�

3. Finally, click on �Code of Ethics for Principal Executive and Senior Financial Officers.�

We intend to satisfy disclosure requirements regarding an amendment to, or waiver from, a provision of the Code of Ethics by posting
such information on our website, at the address and location specified above.

Item 11. Executive Compensation

The information required by this Item is incorporated herein by reference from the Company�s Proxy Statement under the heading
�Executive Compensation.�

Item 12. Security Ownership of Certain Beneficial Owners and Management

The information required by this Item is incorporated herein by reference from the Company�s Proxy Statement under the headings
�Security Ownership� and �Equity Compensation Plan Information.�

Item 13. Certain Relationships and Related Transactions

The information required by this Item is incorporated herein by reference from the Company�s Proxy Statement under the heading
�Certain Transactions.�

Item 14. Principal Accountant Fees and Services

The information required by this Item is incorporated from the section captioned �Proposal Three � Ratification of Independent Auditors�
in the Proxy Statement.
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PART IV

Item 15. Exhibits and Financial Statement Schedules

The following documents are filed as part of this report:

Page

(a) 1. Index to Consolidated Financial Statements
Independent Auditors� Report 42
Consolidated Balance Sheets at July 31, 2004 and 2003 43
Consolidated Statements of Income for the three years ended July 31, 2004 44
Consolidated Statements of Shareholders� Equity and Comprehensive
Income for the three years ended July 31, 2004 45
Consolidated Statements of Cash Flows for the three years ended July 31,
2004 46
Notes to Consolidated Financial Statements 48

2. Consolidated Financial Statement Schedule II
Valuation and Qualifying Accounts 63

All other schedules are omitted because they are not applicable or the required information is shown in the consolidated financial
statements or notes thereto.

3. Exhibits

Number Description

3 .1 Amended and Restated Articles of Incorporation of the Registrant(4)
3 .1b Certificate of Amendment of Articles of Incorporation(4)
3 .2 Bylaws of the Registrant, as amended(3)
3 .2b Certificate of Amendment of Bylaws
3 .3 Certificate of Determination of Rights, Preferences and Privileges of Series A Participating Preferred Stock of Copart,

Inc.(8)
4 .1 Preferred Stock Rights Agreement, dated as of March 6, 2003, between the Company and Equiserve Trust Company,

N.A., including the Certificate of Determination, the form of Rights Certificate and the Summary of Rights attached
thereto as Exhibits A, B, and C, respectively.(8)

10.1* Copart, Inc. 1992 Stock Option Plan, as amended(2)
10.2* 1994 Employee Stock Purchase Plan, with form of Subscription Agreement(2)
10.3* 1994 Director Option Plan, with form of Subscription Agreement(1)
10.4* Copart, Inc. 2001 Stock Option Plan(6)
10.5 Form of Indemnification Agreement, signed by Executive Officers and Directors and the Company(7)
10.6 General lease dated as of December 29, 1997 between Robert Arthur Gomes and Robert Paul Gomes and Copart of

Connecticut, Inc.(7)
10.7 Standard Industrial/ Commercial single-tenant lease-net dated as of December 23, 1998 between Wickland Oil Martinez

and Copart, Inc.(7)
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10.8 Lease agreement dated as of September 14, 2001 between Woodmich L.L.C. and Copart, Inc.(7)
10.10 Aircraft lease dated as of April 11, 2002 between Fleet Capital Corporation and Copart, Inc.(7)
10.11 Credit Agreement among Copart, Inc. and Wells Fargo Bank, National Association, U.S. Bank, National Association and

Fleet National Bank and Wells Fargo Bank, National Association, as Administrative Agent and Lead Arranger and Fleet
National Bank, as Syndication Agent, dated February 23, 2001(5)

14.01 Code of Ethics for Principal Executive and Senior Financial Officers (adopted September 30, 2003)(9)
21.1 List of subsidiaries of registrant(9)
23.1 Consent of KPMG LLP
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Number Description

24.1 Power of Attorney (included on page 41)
31.1 Certification of Willis J. Johnson, Chief Executive Officer, pursuant to Section 302 of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002
31.2 Certification of William E. Franklin, Chief Financial Officer, pursuant to Section 302 of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002
32.1 Certification of Willis J. Johnson, Chief Executive Officer, pursuant to Section 906 of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002
32.2 Certification of William E. Franklin, Chief Financial Officer, pursuant to Section 906 of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002

(1)
Incorporated by reference from exhibit to registrant�s Registration Statement on Form S-1, originally filed on January 19, 1994, as
amended (File No. 33-74250).

(2)
Incorporated by reference from identically numbered exhibit filed on Form S-8 with the Securities and Exchange Commission on
December 31, 1999.

(3)
Incorporated by reference from exhibit to registrant�s Form 10-K for its fiscal year ended July 31, 1995, filed with the Securities and
Exchange Commission on October 21, 1995.

(4)
Incorporated by reference from exhibit to registrant�s Form 10-K for its fiscal year ended July 31, 2000, filed with the Securities and
Exchange Commission on October 26, 2000.

(5)
Incorporated by reference from exhibit to registrant�s Form 10-Q for the quarter ended January 31, 2001, filed with the Securities and
Exchange Commission on March 16, 2001.

(6)
Incorporated by reference from exhibit to registrant�s Form 10-Q for the quarter ended January 31, 2002, filed with the Securities and
Exchange Commission on March 18, 2002.

(7)
Incorporated by reference from exhibit to registrant�s Form 10-K for its fiscal year ended July 31, 2002, filed with the Securities and
Exchange Commission on October 29, 2002.

(8)
Incorporated by reference from exhibit to registrant�s Form 8-A12/ G filed with the Securities and Exchange Commission on March 11,
2003.

(9)
Incorporated by reference from exhibit to registrant�s Form 10-K for its fiscal year ended July 31, 2003, filed with the Securities and
Exchange Commission on October 17, 2003.

* Denotes a compensation plan in which an executive officer participates

(b) Exhibits. See response to Item 15(a)(3) above.

(c) Financial Statement Schedule. See response to Item 15(a)(2) above.
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SIGNATURES

Pursuant to the requirements of Section 13 or 15(d) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, the registrant has duly caused this report to be
signed on its behalf by the undersigned, thereunto duly authorized.

Registrant

COPART, INC.

By: /s/ WILLIS J. JOHNSON

Willis J. Johnson
Chief Executive Officer

October 12, 2004

COPART, INC.

By: /s/ WILLIAM E. FRANKLIN

William E. Franklin
Chief Financial Officer

October 12, 2004
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POWER OF ATTORNEY

KNOWN ALL PERSONS BY THESE PRESENTS, that each person whose signature appears below constitutes and appoints Willis J.
Johnson and William E. Franklin, and each of them, as his true and lawful attorneys-in-fact and agents, each with full power of substitution
and resubstitution, for him and in his name, place and stead, in any and all capacities, to sign any and all amendments to this Annual Report on
Form 10-K, and to file the same, with all exhibits thereto, and other documents in connection therewith, with the Securities and Exchange
Commission, granting unto said attorneys-in-fact and agents, full power and authority to do and perform each and every act and thing requisite
and necessary to be done in connection therewith, as fully to all intents and purposes as he might or could do in person, hereby ratifying and
confirming all that said attorney-in-fact and agent, or his substitute or substitutes, may lawfully do or cause to be done by virtue hereof.

Pursuant to the requirements of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, this report has been signed below by the following persons on behalf
of the registrant and in the capacities and on the dates indicated.

Signature Capacity in Which Signed Date

/s/ WILLIS J. JOHNSON
Willis J. Johnson

Chief Executive Officer (Principal Executive Officer and
Director)

October 12, 2004

/s/ WILLIAM E. FRANKLIN
William E. Franklin

Senior Vice President of Finance and Chief Financial
Officer (Principal Financial and Accounting Officer)

October 12, 2004

/s/ A. JAYSON ADAIR
A. Jayson Adair

President and Director October 12, 2004

/s/ HAROLD BLUMENSTEIN
Harold Blumenstein

Director October 12, 2004

/s/ JAMES GROSFELD
James Grosfeld

Director October 12, 2004

/s/ JAMES E. MEEKS
James E. Meeks

Executive Vice President, Chief Operating Officer and
Director

October 12, 2004

/s/ MARVIN L. SCHMIDT
Marvin L. Schmidt

Director October 12, 2004

/s/ JONATHAN VANNINI
Jonathan Vannini

Director October 12, 2004

/s/ STEVEN D. COHAN
Steven D. Cohan

Director October 12, 2004
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REPORT OF INDEPENDENT REGISTERED PUBLIC ACCOUNTING FIRM

The Board of Directors and Shareholders

Copart, Inc.:

We have audited the accompanying consolidated balance sheets of Copart, Inc. and subsidiaries (�the Company�) as of July 31, 2004 and
2003, and the related consolidated statements of income, shareholders� equity and comprehensive income, and cash flows for each of the
years in the three-year period ended July 31, 2004. In connection with our audits of the consolidated financial statements, we have also audited
the related financial statement schedule. These consolidated financial statements and financial statement schedule are the responsibility of the
Company�s management. Our responsibility is to express an opinion on these consolidated financial statements and financial statement
schedule based on our audits.

We conducted our audits in accordance with the standards of the Public Company Accounting Oversight Board (United States). Those
standards require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the financial statements are free of material
misstatement. An audit includes examining, on a test basis, evidence supporting the amounts and disclosures in the financial statements. An
audit also includes assessing the accounting principles used and significant estimates made by management, as well as evaluating the overall
financial statement presentation. We believe that our audits provide a reasonable basis for our opinion.

In our opinion, the consolidated financial statements referred to above present fairly, in all material respects, the financial position of
Copart, Inc. and subsidiaries as of July 31, 2004 and 2003, and the results of their operations and their cash flows for each of the years in the
three-year period ended July 31, 2004, in conformity with U.S. generally accepted accounting principles. Also, in our opinion, the related
financial statement schedule, when considered in relation to the basic consolidated financial statements taken as a whole, presents fairly, in all
material respects, the information set forth therein.

/s/ KPMG LLP

San Francisco, California

September 10, 2004
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COPART, INC. AND SUBSIDIARIES

CONSOLIDATED BALANCE SHEETS

July 31, July 31,

2004 2003

ASSETS
Current assets:

Cash and cash equivalents $ 178,320,100 $ 116,746,400
Accounts receivable, net 81,632,700 71,552,900
Vehicle pooling costs 23,966,200 23,380,500
Income taxes receivable � 4,017,900
Prepaid expenses and other assets 5,436,800 5,391,300
Property and equipment held for sale 3,755,100 �

Total current assets 293,110,900 221,089,000
Property and equipment, net 257,666,900 244,361,100
Intangibles, net 2,941,400 4,404,300
Goodwill 112,690,500 109,113,800
Land purchase options and other assets 6,613,400 8,132,200

Total assets $ 673,023,100 $ 587,100,400

LIABILITIES AND SHAREHOLDERS�� EQUITY
Current liabilities:

Current portion of long-term debt $ 7,300 $ 91,200
Accounts payable and accrued liabilities 44,079,700 38,309,200
Deferred revenue 9,720,700 9,707,500
Income taxes payable 3,819,200 �

Deferred income taxes 5,438,400 5,901,600
Other current liabilities 157,900 174,200

Total current liabilities 63,223,200 54,183,700
Deferred income taxes 6,354,800 6,013,900
Long-term debt, less current portion 8,900 16,200
Other liabilities 1,172,900 1,247,100

Total liabilities 70,759,800 61,460,900

Commitments and contingencies
Shareholders� equity:

Common stock, no par value � 180,000,000 shares
authorized; 90,075,843 and 89,883,412 shares issued and
outstanding at July 31, 2004 and 2003, respectively 267,276,000 269,967,700

Accumulated other comprehensive income 95,200 �

Retained earnings 334,892,100 255,671,800
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Total shareholders� equity 602,263,300 525,639,500

Total liabilities and shareholders� equity $ 673,023,100 $ 587,100,400

See accompanying notes to consolidated financial statements.
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COPART, INC. AND SUBSIDIARIES

CONSOLIDATED STATEMENTS OF INCOME

Years Ended July 31,

2004 2003 2002

Revenues $ 400,796,300 $ 347,423,100 $ 316,455,800

Operating costs and expenses:
Yard and fleet 208,756,600 202,419,900 186,952,500
General and administrative 36,465,800 28,703,700 23,255,600
Depreciation and amortization 30,808,300 25,545,000 16,308,200

Total operating expenses 276,030,700 256,668,600 226,516,300

Operating income 124,765,600 90,754,500 89,939,500

Other income (expense):
Interest expense (3,100 ) (20,700 ) (39,700 )
Interest income 1,509,100 1,651,000 1,870,000
Gain on sale of fleet equipment 1,359,000 255,300 591,300
Other income 2,665,900 1,527,000 1,296,500

Total other income 5,530,900 3,412,600 3,718,100

Income before income taxes 130,296,500 94,167,100 93,657,600
Income taxes 51,076,200 36,944,900 36,268,400

Net income $ 79,220,300 $ 57,222,200 $ 57,389,200

Basic net income per share $ .89 $ .63 $ .65

Weighted average shares outstanding 89,456,800 91,407,600 88,717,600

Diluted net income per share $ .87 $ .62 $ .63

Weighted average shares and dilutive potential
common shares outstanding 91,537,200 93,017,800 91,251,000

See accompanying notes to consolidated financial statements.
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COPART, INC. AND SUBSIDIARIES

CONSOLIDATED STATEMENTS OF SHAREHOLDERS�� EQUITY AND COMPREHENSIVE INCOME

Common Stock Accumulated

Other

Outstanding Comprehensive Retained Shareholders��

Shares Amount Income Earnings Equity

Balances at July 31, 2001 83,000,445 $ 128,092,000 $ � $ 141,060,400 $ 269,152,400
Shares issued for

acquisitions 1,550,987 25,691,900 � � 25,691,900
Shares issued in

connection with
public offering 6,900,000 126,068,600 � � 126,068,600

Shares issued for land
purchase 94,962 2,300,000 � � 2,300,000

Exercise of stock
options and related
tax benefit, net of
repurchased shares 576,432 3,878,600 � � 3,878,600

Shares issued for
Employee Stock
Purchase Plan 117,033 1,736,300 � � 1,736,300

Net Income � � � 57,389,200 57,389,200

Balances at July 31, 2002 92,239,859 287,767,400 � 198,449,600 486,217,000
Exercise of stock

options and related
tax benefit, net of
repurchased shares 134,000 774,400 � � 774,400

Shares issued for
Employee Stock
Purchase Plan 204,753 1,873,200 � � 1,873,200

Shares repurchased (2,695,200 ) (20,447,300 ) � (20,447,300 )
Net Income � � � 57,222,200 57,222,200

Balances at July 31, 2003 89,883,412 269,967,700 � 255,671,800 525,639,500
Net Income � � � 79,220,300 79,220,300
Other comprehensive

income:
Currency translation

adjustment � � 95,200 � 95,200

Total Comprehensive
income 79,315,500

Exercise of stock
options and related 1,033,796 6,686,200 � � 6,686,200
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tax benefit, net of
repurchased shares

Shares issued for
Employee Stock
Purchase Plan 135,735 1,345,200 � � 1,345,200

Shares repurchased (977,100 ) (10,723,100 ) � � (10,723,100 )

Balances at July 31, 2004 90,075,843 $ 267,276,000 $ 95,200 $ 334,892,100 $ 602,263,300

See accompanying notes to consolidated financial statements.
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COPART, INC. AND SUBSIDIARIES

CONSOLIDATED STATEMENTS OF CASH FLOWS

Years Ended July 31,

2004 2003 2002

Cash flows from operating activities:
Net income $ 79,220,300 $ 57,222,200 $ 57,389,200
Adjustments to reconcile net income to net cash

provided by operating activities:
Depreciation and amortization 30,808,300 25,545,000 16,308,200
Allowance for doubtful accounts 760,300 (174,900 ) (441,000 )
Deferred rent (74,200 ) (189,300 ) 24,100
Gain on sale of fleet equipment and other

property and equipment (1,239,400 ) (190,000 ) (735,600 )
Deferred income taxes (122,200 ) 7,205,900 2,811,500
Changes in operating assets and liabilities:

Accounts receivable (10,628,400 ) (7,447,300 ) 2,057,900
Vehicle pooling costs (375,000 ) (3,331,700 ) 828,900
Prepaid expenses and other current assets 399,600 (225,800 ) (155,700 )
Other long-term assets 1,243,700 (914,700 ) (1,184,100 )
Accounts payable and accrued liabilities 5,754,200 6,497,100 5,125,100
Deferred revenue 13,200 1,355,500 (511,100 )
Income taxes 9,440,900 (6,272,100 ) 473,800

Net cash provided by operating activities 115,201,300 79,079,900 81,991,200

Cash flows from investing activities:
Purchase of property and equipment (64,551,400 ) (70,721,300) (85,937,000 )
Proceeds from sale of property and equipment 19,890,500 808,700 1,688,400
Purchase of net current assets in connection with

acquisitions (867,500 ) (92,000 ) (1,413,500 )
Purchase of property and equipment in connection

with acquisitions (41,000 ) (301,100 ) (3,366,900 )
Purchase of goodwill and intangible assets in

connection with acquisitions (3,824,500 ) (6,210,900 ) (3,780,700 )
Other intangible asset changes 57,800 � (300,000 )

Net cash used in investing activities (49,336,100 ) (76,516,600) (93,109,700 )

Cash flows from financing activities:
Proceeds from the issuance of common stock, net

of offering costs � � 126,068,600
Proceeds from the exercise of stock options 5,082,300 396,700 1,061,300
Proceeds from the issuance of Employee Stock

Purchase Plan shares 1,345,300 1,873,200 1,736,300
Repurchases of common stock (10,723,100 ) (20,447,300) �

Principal payments on notes payable (91,200 ) (329,500 ) (302,900 )
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Net cash (used in) provided by financing
activities (4,386,700 ) (18,506,900) 128,563,300
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Years Ended July 31,

2004 2003 2002

Effect of foreign currency translation 95,200 � �

Net increase (decrease) in cash and cash equivalents 61,573,700 (15,943,600 ) 117,444,800
Cash and cash equivalents at beginning of period 116,746,400 132,690,000 15,245,200

Cash and cash equivalents at end of period $ 178,320,100 $ 116,746,400 $ 132,690,000

Supplemental disclosure of cash flow information:
Interest paid $ 3,100 $ 20,700 $ 39,700

Income taxes paid $ 41,752,500 $ 36,002,200 $ 33,114,300

See accompanying notes to consolidated financial statements.
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July 31, 2004, 2003 and 2002

(1) Summary of Significant Accounting Policies and Practices

Description of Business

Copart, Inc. and its subsidiaries (�the Company�) provide vehicle suppliers, primarily insurance companies, with a full range of services to
process and sell salvage vehicles through auctions, principally to licensed vehicle dismantlers, rebuilders, repair licensees, used vehicle dealers
and exporters.

Principles of Consolidation

The consolidated financial statements include the accounts of the Company�s wholly owned subsidiaries. Significant intercompany
transactions and balances have been eliminated in consolidation.

Revenue Recognition

Revenues, which generally consist of salvage fees charged to vehicle suppliers and buyers, are generally recorded at the date the vehicles
are sold at auction. No provision for returns has been established, as all sales are final with no right of return.

When the Company bills suppliers under fixed fee contracts for various services which may include tow fees, storage, title processing and
various other salvage fees prior to the vehicles sale at auction, we defer the revenue because we are not entitled to those revenues until the
vehicle is sold.

Yard and Fleet Expenses

Yard and fleet expenses consist primarily of operating personnel (which includes yard management, clerical and yard employees), rent,
contract vehicle towing, insurance, fuel, fleet maintenance and repair, and the cost of vehicles acquired and sold by the Company under
purchase contracts.

General and Administrative Expenses

General and administrative expenses consist primarily of executive, accounting and data processing, sales personnel, professional fees,
software and product development and marketing expenses.

Cash and Cash Equivalents

The Company considers all highly liquid investments purchased with original maturities of three months or less to be cash equivalents.

Vehicle Pooling Costs
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Vehicle pooling costs consist of labor, towing, certain facility costs, outside services and other costs directly attributable to the gathering
and processing of vehicles prior to their sale. Vehicle pooling costs are recognized as
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expenses in the period the vehicle is sold at auction. The Company continually evaluates and adjusts the components of vehicle pooling costs
as necessary.

Property and Equipment

Property and equipment are stated at cost less accumulated depreciation and amortization. Leasehold improvements are amortized on a
straight-line basis over the shorter of the lease terms or the useful lives of the respective assets.

Depreciation is computed on a straight-line basis over the estimated useful lives of: 3 to 7 years for transportation and other equipment; 5
to 10 years for office furniture and equipment; and 15 to 40 years or life of lease, whichever is shorter, for buildings and leasehold
improvements.

Intangible Assets

Intangible assets consist of covenants not to compete. Amortization is provided on the straight-line basis over the life of the covenant,
which ranges from 5 to 7 years.

Fair Value of Financial Instruments

The amounts recorded for financial instruments in the Company�s consolidated financial statements, which include cash and cash
equivalents, accounts receivable, accounts payable, accrued liabilities and capital lease obligations approximate fair value as of July 31, 2004
and 2003.

Income Taxes

Income taxes are accounted for under the asset and liability method. Deferred tax assets and liabilities are recognized for the future tax
consequences attributable to differences between the financial statement carrying amounts of existing assets and liabilities and their respective
tax bases and operating loss and tax credit carryforwards. Deferred tax assets and liabilities are measured using enacted tax rates expected to
apply to taxable income in the years in which those temporary differences are expected to be recovered or settled. The effect on deferred tax
assets and liabilities of a change in tax rates is recognized in income in the period that includes the enactment date.

Net Income Per Share

Basic net income per share amounts were computed by dividing net income by the weighted average number of common shares
outstanding. Diluted net income per share amounts were computed by dividing net income by the weighted average number of common shares
outstanding plus dilutive potential common shares calculated for stock options outstanding using the treasury stock method.
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Stock-Based Compensation

The Company accounts for its stock-based employee compensation plans using the intrinsic-value-based method prescribed by Accounting
Principles Board Opinion No. 25, �Accounting for Stock Issued to Employees� (�APB 25�), and related interpretations, as allowed under
SFAS No. 123, �Accounting for Stock-Based Compensation� (�SFAS 123�) as amended by SFAS No. 148, �Accounting for Stock-Based
Compensation � Transition and Disclosure� (� SFAS 148�). Accordingly, compensation cost is measured as the excess, if any, of the fair
value of the Company�s stock at the date of the grant over the price the employee must pay to acquire the stock. Options granted to
consultants and other non-employees are accounted for at fair value.

In the third quarter of fiscal 2003, the Company adopted the disclosure provisions of SFAS 148, which provides alternative methods of
transition for a voluntary change to the fair value based method of accounting for stock-based employee compensation. The Statement also
amends the disclosure requirements of SFAS 123 to require prominent disclosures in both annual and interim financial statements about the
method of accounting for stock-based compensation and the effect of the methods used on reported results.

Pro forma information regarding net income and net income per share is required by SFAS No. 123, and has been determined as if the
Company had accounted for options granted under its plans using the fair value method. For these purposes, the fair value of options issued
under the Plans was estimated at the date of grant using a Black-Scholes option pricing model with the following assumptions: no dividend
yield, volatility factor of the expected market price of the Company�s stock of 0.41, a forfeiture rate of 0.08, a weighted-average expected life
of the options of five years and a risk-free interest rate of 3.3%, 2.9% and 4.3% for 2004, 2003 and 2002, respectively. The weighted average
fair value of options granted were $3.66, $2.97 and $5.12, for 2004, 2003 and 2002, respectively. For purposes of pro forma disclosures, the
estimated fair value of the options is amortized to expense over the options vesting period. The effects of applying SFAS No. 123 in this pro
forma disclosure are not indicative of future results.
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For purposes of pro forma disclosures under SFAS 123 and SFAS 148, the estimated compensation expense related to option grants to
employees that would have been recognized in fiscal 2004, 2003 and 2002 is deducted from net income. The Company�s pro forma
information related to option grants to employees as calculated in accordance with SFAS 123 and SFAS 148 is as follows:

Years Ended July 31,

2004 2003 2002

(Dollars in thousands,

except per share data)

Net income, as reported $ 79,220 $ 57,222 $ 57,389
Add: Stock-based employee compensation expense included in

reported net income, net of related tax benefits � � �

Deduct: Stock-based employee compensation expense
determined under the fair value based method for all awards,
net of related tax effects (2,247 ) (2,275 ) (2,214 )

Pro forma net income $ 76,973 $ 54,947 $ 55,175

Net income per share:
Basic � as reported $ 0.89 $ 0.63 $ 0.65

Basic � pro forma $ 0.86 $ 0.60 $ 0.62

Diluted � as reported $ 0.87 $ 0.62 $ 0.63

Diluted � pro forma $ 0.84 $ 0.59 $ 0.60

Comprehensive Income

Comprehensive income includes income adjusted for certain revenues, expenses, gains and losses that are excluded from net income under
generally accepted accounting principles. Examples include foreign currency translation adjustments and unrealized gains and losses on
certain derivatives. The Company has no items of other comprehensive income in 2003 and 2002. Therefore, net income as presented in the
consolidated statements of income equals comprehensive income for those years.

Segment Reporting

The Company�s two operating segments, salvage auction and public auction, are aggregated into one reportable segment given the
similarities of economic characteristics between the operations represented by the facilities and the common nature of the products, customers
and methods of revenue generation.

Use of Estimates
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Management of the Company has made a number of estimates and assumptions relating to the reporting of assets and liabilities and the
disclosure of contingent assets and liabilities to prepare these financial statements in conformity with accounting principles generally accepted
in the United States of America. Actual results could differ from those estimates.
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Business Combinations and Goodwill

The Company accounts for business combinations and goodwill according to Financial Accounting Standards Board Statement of
Financial Accounting Standards (�SFAS�) No. 141, �Business Combinations,� and SFAS No. 142, �Goodwill and Other Intangible Assets.�
SFAS No. 141 requires that the purchase method of accounting be used for all business combinations and that certain acquired intangible
assets be recognized as assets apart from goodwill. The adoption of SFAS No. 141 had no impact on the Company�s results of operations or
financial position. SFAS No. 142 provides that goodwill should not be amortized but instead be tested for impairment annually at the
operating segment level. In prior years the Company evaluated impairment of goodwill at the facility level by comparing the fair value of the
reporting unit to its carrying value. During fiscal 2004, when the Company centralized the auction process with the implementation of VB2,
the Company determined the appropriate level for testing for impairment was at the salvage and public auction levels. The Company�s annual
impairment test was performed in the fourth quarter of fiscal 2004. The results of this test indicated that goodwill was not impaired.

The change in carrying amount of goodwill is as follows:

Balance as of August 1, 2002 $ 102,920,100
Goodwill relating to acquisitions during the period 5,784,300
Acquisition adjustment 409,400
Impairment adjustment �

Balance as of August 1, 2003 $ 109,113,800
Goodwill relating to acquisitions during the period 3,634,500
Acquisition adjustment (57,800 )
Impairment adjustment �

Balance as of August 1, 2004 $ 112,690,500

Impairment of Long-Lived Assets

The Company evaluates long-lived assets and certain identifiable intangibles for impairment whenever events or changes in circumstances
indicate that the carrying amount of an asset may not be recoverable. Recoverability of assets is measured by a comparison of the carrying
amount of an asset to estimated undiscounted future cash flows expected to be generated by the asset. If such assets are considered to be
impaired, the impairment to be recognized is measured by the amount by which the carrying amount of the property and equipment exceeds its
fair market value.

Reclassifications

Certain reclassifications have been made to prior years� financial statements to conform to the classifications used in 2004.

The Company reclassified $4,677,200 in land purchase options from current to long-term assets in its fiscal 2003 consolidated balance
sheet, to reflect the non-current nature of those assets. This change in presentation has no material effect on any operating or financial metrics.
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(2) Acquisitions

Fiscal 2004 Transactions

During fiscal 2004 the Company made the following four acquisitions: Brasher�s Northwest Auto Auction, Inc. of Eugene, Oregon;
Spooner Enterprises, Inc. d/b/a Insured Salvage Pool, of Reno, Nevada; Joe Horisk Salvage Pool Systems of Ohio, Cleveland, Ohio and
Alaska Towing and Wrecking of Anchorage, Alaska. The consideration paid for these acquisitions consisted of $4,733,000 in cash. The
acquired net assets consisted of accounts and advances receivable, vehicle pooling costs, fixed assets, land, buildings, goodwill, and covenants
not to compete. The acquisitions were accounted for using the purchase method of accounting, and the operating results subsequent to the
acquisition dates are included in the Company�s consolidated statements of income. These new facilities contributed $1.4 million of revenues
during fiscal 2004. The excess of the purchase price over the fair market value of the net identifiable assets acquired of $3,634,500 has been
recorded as goodwill. The Company estimates the entire goodwill balance relating to these acquisitions will be deductible for tax purposes. In
addition, the Company paid $190,000 for covenants not to compete relating to these acquisitions, which are being amortized over five years,
based upon the agreements. In conjunction with the Eugene, Oregon; Reno, Nevada and Anchorage, Alaska acquisitions, the Company
entered into leases for the use of these facilities at fair value.

Fiscal 2003 Transactions

During fiscal 2003 the Company made the following three acquisitions: Greater Pittsburgh Auto Auction, Inc. of West Mifflin,
Pennsylvania; E.W.E. Salvage Pool & Auto Auction, Inc. of Reno, Nevada and Richmond Auto Auction of Virginia, Inc. of Richmond,
Virginia. The consideration paid for these acquisitions consisted of $6,604,000 in cash. The acquired net assets consisted of accounts and
advances receivable, vehicle pooling costs, fixed assets, land, buildings, goodwill, and covenants not to compete. The acquisitions were
accounted for using the purchase method of accounting, and the operating results subsequent to the acquisition dates are included in the
Company�s consolidated statements of income. These new facilities contributed $5.1 million of revenues during fiscal 2003. The excess of the
purchase price over the fair market value of the net identifiable assets acquired of $5,784,300 has been recorded as goodwill. The Company
estimates the entire goodwill balance relating to these acquisitions will be deductible for tax purposes. In addition, the Company paid
$426,700 for covenants not to compete relating to these acquisitions, which are being amortized over five to seven years, based upon the
agreements. In conjunction with the West Mifflin, Pennsylvania; Reno, Nevada and Richmond, Virginia acquisitions, the Company entered
into leases for the use of these facilities at fair value.

Fiscal 2002 Transactions

During fiscal 2002 the Company made the following six acquisitions: Delaware Public Auto Auction, of New Castle, Delaware; Sadisco,
of Savannah, Georgia; Sadisco of Tifton, Georgia; Capital Auto Salvage, of Charleston, West Virginia; North Texas Insurance Auto Auction,
L.P., of Haslet, Texas and Mason-Dixon Auto Auction, of Greencastle, PA. The consideration paid for these acquisitions consisted of
$8,561,100 in cash and 1,550,987 shares of common stock valued at approximately $25,691,900. The acquired net assets consisted of
accounts and advances receivable, vehicle pooling costs, inventory, fixed assets, land, buildings, goodwill, and covenants not to compete. The
acquisitions were
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accounted for using the purchase method of accounting, and the operating results subsequent to the acquisition dates are included in the
Company�s consolidated statements of income. These new facilities contributed $11.6 million of revenues during fiscal 2002. The excess of
the purchase price over the fair market value of the net identifiable assets acquired of $20,166,700 has been recorded as goodwill. The
Company estimates $16,566,700 of the total goodwill balance relating to these acquisitions will be deductible for tax purposes. In addition, the
Company paid $2,100,000 for covenants not to compete relating to these acquisitions, which are being amortized over five to seven years,
based upon the agreements. In conjunction with the New Castle, Delaware; Savannah, Georgia; Tifton, Georgia; Charleston, West Virginia
and Haslet, Texas acquisitions, the Company entered into leases for the use of these facilities at fair value.

Pro forma financial information for the 2004 and 2003 acquisitions does not result in a significant change from actual results.

(3) Accounts Receivable

Accounts receivable consists of the following:

July 31, 2004 2003

Advance charges receivable $ 52,188,800 $ 49,481,100
Trade accounts receivable 29,697,200 22,344,600
Other receivables 1,535,300 755,500

83,421,300 72,581,200
Less allowance for doubtful accounts 1,788,600 1,028,300

$ 81,632,700 $ 71,552,900

Advance charges receivable represents amounts paid to third parties on behalf of insurance companies for which the Company will be
reimbursed when the vehicle is sold. Trade accounts receivable includes fees and gross proceeds to be collected from insurance companies and
buyers.

(4) Property and Equipment

Property and equipment consists of the following:

July 31, 2004 2003

Transportation and other equipment $ 10,988,000 $ 13,859,800
Office furniture and equipment 39,746,600 35,827,400
Land 105,152,900 85,075,900
Buildings and leasehold improvements 196,230,900 179,222,500

352,118,400 313,985,600
Less accumulated depreciation and amortization 94,451,500 69,624,500
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$ 257,666,900 $ 244,361,100

Included in property and equipment as of July 31, 2004 and 2003 are $31,200 and $1,025,700, respectively, of equipment under capital
leases. Accumulated amortization related to this equipment was $10,920 and $601,400 as of July 31, 2004 and 2003, respectively.
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(5) Intangibles, net

Intangible assets consist of the following:

July 31, 2004 2003

Covenants not to compete $ 11,477,700 $ 11,287,700
Other 284,000 284,000

11,761,700 11,571,700
Less accumulated amortization 8,820,300 7,167,400

$ 2,941,400 $ 4,404,300

Aggregate amortization expense on intangible assets was approximately $1,653,000, $1,733,700 and $1,598,400 for the fiscal years ended
July 31, 2004, 2003, and 2002, respectively. Estimated amortization expense for each of the five succeeding fiscal years is as follows:

2005 $ 1,267,700
2006 822,900
2007 570,900
2008 170,300
2009 85,200

(6) Accounts Payable and Accrued Liabilities

Accounts payable and accrued liabilities consists of the following:

July 31, 2004 2003

Trade accounts payable $ 3,517,700 $ 2,890,600
Accounts payable to insurance companies 21,030,000 15,023,900
Accrued insurance 6,097,900 8,764,400
Accrued compensation and benefits 10,216,900 9,619,000
Other accrued liabilities 3,217,200 2,011,300

$ 44,079,700 $ 38,309,200

Accrued insurance liability represents an estimate of the ultimate cost of claims incurred as of the balance sheet date. The estimated
liability is not discounted and is established based upon analysis of historical data, including the severity of or frequency of claims, actuarial
estimates and is reviewed periodically by management to ensure that the liability is appropriate. During the fourth quarter of fiscal 2004, the
Company reduced its accrual for self insured claims based upon new information and analyse regarding the expected severity and frequency
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of claims, this resulted in a $4.4 million reduction to yard and fleet expense. The Company experienced a reduction in the severity and
frequency of claims, which reduced the ultimate cost of claims.
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(7) Long-Term Debt

Long-term debt consists of the following:

July 31, 2004 2003

Notes payable under capital leases, secured by equipment, payable in
monthly installments of $700 through September 2006, bearing
interest at 11.7% per annum $ 16,200 $ 22,800

Notes payable under capital leases, secured by equipment, payable in
monthly installments of $4,600 to $24,000 through October 2003,
bearing interest at 6.9% per annum � 84,600

16,200 107,400
Less current portion 7,300 91,200

$ 8,900 $ 16,200

The aggregate maturities of the Company�s long-term debt are as follows:

Fiscal Years Ending July 31,

2005 $ 7,300
2006 8,200
2007 700

$ 16,200

On February 23, 2001, the Company entered into a credit facility with our existing banking syndicate. The facility provided by Wells
Fargo Bank, Fleet National Bank and U.S. Bank National Association consists of an unsecured revolving reducing line of credit in the amount
of $75 million that matures in 2006. As of July 31, 2004, the Company had available $63.5 million under this facility, after taking into account
$11.5 million of outstanding letters of credit. The Company is subject to customary covenants, including the following financial covenants:
1) ratio of funded debt to earnings before interest, taxes, depreciation and amortization (EBITDA); 2) profitable operation; 3) leverage ratio
and 4) interest coverage ratio. The Company is in compliance with all covenants.

(8) Shareholders�� Equity

In fiscal 2002, the Company completed a follow-on public offering of 6.9 million shares of common stock at a price to the public of
$19.33 per share. The Company sold all of the shares and the offering raised $126.1 million after underwriting discounts and offering costs.
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In December 2001, the Company adopted the Copart, Inc. 2001 Stock Option Plan (�Plan�), presently covering an aggregate of
4,500,000 shares of the Company�s Common Stock. The Plan provides for the grant of incentive stock options to employees and non-
qualified stock options to employees, officers, directors and consultants at prices not less than 100% and 85% of the fair market value for
incentive and non-qualified stock options, respectively, as determined by the Board of Directors at the grant date. Incentive and non-qualified
stock options may have terms of up to ten years and vest over periods determined by the Board of Directors. Options generally vest ratably
over a five-year period. The Plan replaces the Company�s 1992 Stock Option Plan (�1992 Plan�), which expired in August 2002.
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In March 1994, the Company adopted the Copart, Inc. 1994 Director Option Plan under which an aggregate of 240,000 shares of the
Company�s common stock are presently reserved. In general, new non-employee directors will automatically receive grants of non-qualified
stock options to purchase 18,000 shares and subsequent grants to purchase 9,000 additional shares upon election and each subsequent re-
election to the Company�s board of directors, respectively. In August 2003, the Company terminated the 1994 Director Option Plan.

The Company has authorized the issuance of 5,000,000 shares of preferred stock, no par value, none of which are issued or outstanding at
July 31, 2003.

The Copart, Inc. Employee Stock Purchase Plan (�ESPP�) provides for the purchase of up to an aggregate of 1,500,000 shares of Common
Stock of the Company by employees pursuant to the terms of the ESPP. The number of shares of Common Stock issued pursuant to the ESPP
during each of fiscal 2004, 2003 and 2002 was 135,735, 204,753 and 117,033, respectively.

In February 2003, the Company�s Board of Directors authorized the Company to repurchase up to 9 million shares of its Common Stock.
The repurchases may be effected through solicited or unsolicited transactions in the open market or in privately negotiated transactions. No
time limit has been placed on the duration of the share repurchase program. The repurchases will be made at such times and in such amounts,
as Copart deems appropriate and may be discontinued at any time. As of July 31, 2004, the Company had repurchased a total of
3,672,300 shares at a weighted average price of $8.49. The Company repurchased a total of 977,100 shares at a weighted average price of
$10.974 during the fiscal year ending July 31, 2004. For the year ended July 31, 2003, the Company had repurchased a total of
2,695,200 shares at a weighted average price of $7.59 per share.

In March 2003, the Company�s Board of Directors adopted a Shareholder Rights Plan. Under the plan, the Company will issue a dividend
of one right for each share of its common stock held by shareholders of record as of the close of business on Friday, March 21, 2003.

A summary of stock option activity for the fiscal years ended July 31, 2004, 2003 and 2002 follows:

2004 2003 2002

Weighted- Weighted- Weighted-

Average Average Average

Exercise Exercise Exercise

Shares Price Shares Price Shares Price

Outstanding at beginning of year 5,321,797 $ 9.03 4,967,747 $ 8.77 5,244,549 $ 7.51
Granted 1,314,000 13.43 686,000 10.91 397,500 17,65
Exercised (1,038,539) 4.96 (134,000 ) 2.96 (598,102 ) 2.57
Cancelled (108,058 ) 13.83 (197,950 ) 13.08 (76,200 ) 12.16

Outstanding at year end 5,489,200 $ 10.76 5,321,797 $ 9.03 4,967,747 $ 8.77

Options exercisable at year end 3,180,384 $ 8.73 3,443,640 $ 6.82 2,666,698 $ 5.73
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A summary of stock options outstanding at July 31, 2004 follows:

Options Outstanding Options Exercisable

Weighted-

Average Weighted- Number Weighted-

Range of Number Remaining Average Exercisable Average

Exercise Outstanding at Contractual Exercise at July 31, Exercise

Prices July 31, 2004 Life Price 2004 Price

$ 2.00 - 5.65 1,537,500 3.89 $ 3.53 1,534,500 $ 3.52
7.61 - 12.63 1,982,310 7.90 10.36 830,845 11.05
13.04 - 16.9 3 1,264,140 6.74 15.65 744,315 15.65
17.18 - 24.2 5 705,250 8.47 18.87 70,724 21.53

5,489,200 7.57 $ 10.76 3,180,384 $ 8.73

(9) Income Taxes

Income (loss) before taxes consists of the following for the years ended July 31:

2004 2003 2002

US $ 131,077,900 $ 94,167,100 $ 93,657,600
Non US (781,400 ) � �

Total income before taxes $ 130,296,500 $ 94,167,100 $ 93,657,600

The Company�s income tax expense (benefit) consists of:

Fiscal Years Ended July 31, 2004 2003 2002

Federal:
Current $ 43,177,900 $ 25,371,000 $ 29,152,300
Deferred 230,700 6,834,600 2,519,700

43,408,600 32,205,600 31,672,000

State:
Current 8,020,600 4,368,000 4,304,600
Deferred (353,000 ) 371,300 291,800

7,667,600 4,739,300 4,596,400

Foreign:
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Current � � �

Deferred � � �

$ 51,076,200 $ 36,944,900 $ 36,268,400
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COPART, INC. AND SUBSIDIARIES

NOTES TO CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS �� (Continued)

A reconciliation by year of the expected U.S. statutory tax rate (35% of income before income taxes) to the actual effective income tax rate
is as follows:

Fiscal Years Ended

July 31,

2004 2003 2002

Federal statutory rate 35.0% 35.0% 35.0%
State income taxes, net of federal income tax benefit 4.4 4.9 3.5
Reversal of previously accrued taxes � (0.2 ) �

Other differences (0.2 ) (0.5 ) 0.2

Effective tax rate 39.2% 39.2% 38.7%

The tax effects of temporary differences that give rise to significant portions of the deferred tax assets and deferred tax liabilities are
presented below, as of July 31:

2004 2003

Deferred tax assets:
Allowance for doubtful accounts $ 480,400 $ 395,900
Accrued compensation and benefits 793,300 991,400
State taxes 2,514,900 1,712,600
Property and equipment 5,053,500 3,319,200
Foreign net operating loss 288,100 �

Total gross deferred tax assets 9,130,200 6,419,100
Less valuation allowance (288,100 ) �

Net deferred tax assets 8,842,100 6,419,100

Deferred tax liabilities:
Vehicle pooling costs (9,227,000 ) (9,001,500 )
Intangibles and goodwill (11,408,300) (9,333,100 )

Total gross deferred tax liabilities (20,635,300) (18,334,600)

Net deferred tax liability $ (11,793,200) $ (11,915,500)

The above net deferred tax liability as of July 31, has been reflected in the accompanying balance sheets as follows:

2004 2003
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Current liabilities $ 5,438,400 $ 5,901,600
Non current liabilities 6,354,800 6,013,900

Net deferred tax liability $ 11,793,200 $ 11,915,500

The Company�s ability to realize deferred tax assets is dependent on its ability to generate future taxable income. Accordingly, the
Company has established a valuation allowance in one taxable jurisdiction as the utilization of the tax asset is uncertain. Additional timing
differences, future earnings trends and/or tax strategies may occur which could warrant a need for establishing an additional valuation
allowance.
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NOTES TO CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS �� (Continued)

The Company is under a routine income tax audit in one state for the 1999, 2000, 2001 and 2002 tax years. Management believes that
adequate amounts have been provided for any adjustments that may ultimately result from these examinations.

In fiscal 2004, 2003 and 2002, the Company recognized a tax benefit of $1,603,900, $377,700 and $2,817,300, respectively, upon the
exercise of certain stock options which is reflected in shareholders� equity.

The net change in the valuation allowance for the year ended July 31, 2004 was an increase of $288,100. There was no valuation
allowance as of July 31, 2003 or 2002.

The Company has a Canadian net operating loss of approximately $800,000, most of which expires in 2011.

(10) Net Income Per Share

There were no adjustments to net income in calculating diluted net income per share. The table below reconciles basic weighted shares
outstanding to diluted weighted average shares outstanding:

Fiscal Years Ending July 31, 2004 2003 2002

Basic weighted shares outstanding 89,456,800 91,407,600 88,717,600
Effect of dilutive securities-stock options 2,080,400 1,610,200 2,533,400

Diluted weighted average shares outstanding 91,537,200 93,017,800 91,251,000

Options to purchase 1,393,000, 2,900,899 and 121,500 shares of common stock at an average price of $17.91, $13.68 and $21.55 per share
were outstanding during the fiscal years ended July 31, 2004, 2003 and 2002, respectively, but were not included in the computation of diluted
earnings per share because the options� exercise price was greater than the average market price of the common shares.

(11) Major Customers

In fiscal 2004, two customers accounted for 12% and 8% of the Company�s revenues, respectively. In fiscal 2003, these two customers
accounted for 13% and 8%, and in fiscal 2002, they accounted for 14% and 9% of the Company�s revenues, respectively. At July 31, 2004
these two customers accounted for 16% and 7% of accounts receivable, respectively. At July 31, 2003 they accounted for 17% and 7%, and at
July 31, 2002 they accounted for 13% and 7% of accounts receivable, respectively. No other customer accounted for more than 4% of
revenues.

(12) Commitments and Contingencies

Leases

The Company leases certain facilities under operating leases and in some cases has either a right of first refusal to acquire or option to
purchase certain facilities at fair value. The Company recognizes rent expense on a straight-line basis over the lease term and has accrued for
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rent expense incurred but not paid. Facilities rental expense for the fiscal years ended July 31, 2004, 2003 and 2002 aggregated, $18,102,600,
$15,481,000 and $14,084,000, respectively.

Yard and fleet equipment rental expense for the fiscal years ended July 31, 2004, 2003 and 2002 aggregated approximately, $6,317,700,
$10,183,600 and $9,140,700, respectively.
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COPART, INC. AND SUBSIDIARIES

NOTES TO CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS �� (Continued)

Noncancelable future minimum lease payments under capital and operating leases with initial or remaining lease terms in excess of one
year at July 31, 2004 are as follows:

Capital Operating

Fiscal Years Ending July 31, Leases Leases

2005 $ 8,700 $ 22,988,300
2006 8,700 19,911,700
2007 700 15,278,300
2008 � 11,851,900
2009 � 9,026,800
Thereafter � 32,736,400

18,100 $ 111,793,400

Less amount representing interest 1,900

$ 16,200

Commitments

The Company had outstanding letters of credit of $11.5 million at July 31, 2004. These letters of credit secure certain insurance
obligations.

Contingencies

The Company is involved in litigation and damage claims arising in the ordinary course of business, such as actions related to injuries,
property damage or handling or disposal of vehicles. Among this litigation is a lawsuit filed in Massachusetts against the Company which
purports to be a class action on behalf of persons whose vehicles were disposed of by the Company as abandoned vehicles, which the claimant
contends were disposed of without complying with state laws.

The Company is also involved in various governmental and administrative proceedings primarily relating to licensing and operation. The
Company provides for costs relating to these matters when a loss is probable and the amount may be reasonably estimated. The effect of the
outcome of these matters on the Company�s future results of operations cannot be predicted because any such effect depends on future results
of operations, the amount and timing of the resolution of such matters. While it is not feasible to determine the outcome of these matters,
management believes that any ultimate liability will not have a material effect on the Company�s financial position, results of operations or
cash flows.

(13) Related Party Transactions

The Company leases certain of its facilities from officers and/or directors of the Company under various lease agreements. Rental
payments under these leases aggregated $450,800, $442,900 and $430,200 for the fiscal years ended July 31, 2004, 2003 and 2002,
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respectively, and expire on various dates through 2009. The Company leases certain of its facilities from other employees of the Company
under various lease agreements. Rental payments under these leases aggregated $387,100, $297,300 and $295,600 for the fiscal years ended
July 31, 2004, 2003 and 2002, respectively.
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NOTES TO CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS �� (Continued)

(14) Employee Benefit Plan

The Company sponsors a 401(k) defined contribution plan covering its eligible employees. The plan is available to all employees who
meet minimum age and service requirements and provides employees with tax deferred salary deductions and alternative investment options.
The Company matches 10% of employee contributions up to 15% of employee salary deferral.

(15) Noncash Financing and Investing Activities

In fiscal 2002, the Company acquired $18,487,000 of intangible assets and $9,505,900 of tangible assets through the issuance of common
stock in conjunction with the New Castle, Delaware; Savannah, Georgia; Tifton, Georgia; Haslet, Texas and Greencastle, Pennsylvania
acquisitions and purchase of land at the Baton Rouge, Louisiana location. In fiscal 2004 and 2002, the Company received 983 and
21,670 shares of common stock, respectively as payment for the exercise of 9,000 and 148,000 shares of common stock under the 1992 Stock
Option Plan, respectively. The Company retired these shares upon receipt.

(16) Quarterly Information (Unaudited)(1)

Fiscal Quarter

Fiscal Year 2004 First Second Third Fourth

Revenues $ 91,466,600 $ 92,634,900 $ 116,618,400 $ 100,076,400

Operating income $ 24,287,100 $ 25,820,100 $ 40,398,500 $ 34,259,900

Net income $ 15,241,100 $ 17,367,800 $ 24,964,400 $ 21,647,000

Basic net income per share $ .17 $ .20 $ .28 $ .24

Diluted net income per share $ .17 $ .19 $ .27 $ .23

Fiscal Year 2003 First Second Third Fourth

Revenues $ 83,494,900 $ 82,783,400 $ 93,928,700 $ 87,216,100

Operating income $ 23,387,300 $ 21,746,800 $ 24,608,700 $ 21,011,700

Net income $ 14,706,500 $ 13,756,500 $ 15,422,800 $ 13,336,500

Basic net income per share $ .16 $ .15 $ .17 $ .15

Diluted net income per share $ .16 $ .15 $ .17 $ .15
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(1)
Earnings per share were computed independently for each of the periods presented; therefore, the sum of the earnings per share amounts
for the quarters may not equal the total for the year.
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SCHEDULE II

COPART, INC. AND SUBSIDIARIES

VALUATION AND QUALIFYING ACCOUNTS

Fiscal years ended July 31, 2004, 2003 and 2002

Deductions

Balance at Charged to Costs Applications to Balance at

Description and Fiscal Year Beginning of Year and Expenses Bad Debt End of Year

Allowance for doubtful accounts:
July 31, 2004 $ 1,028,300 $ 1,944,300 $ (1,184,000) $ 1,788,600

July 31, 2003 $ 1,203,200 $ 655,100 $ (830,000 ) $ 1,028,300

July 31, 2002 $ 1,644,200 $ 153,100 $ (594,100 ) $ 1,203,200
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EXHIBIT INDEX

Number Description

3 .1 Amended and Restated Articles of Incorporation of the Registrant(4)
3 .1b Certificate of Amendment of Articles of Incorporation(4)
3 .2 Bylaws of the Registrant, as amended(3)
3 .2b Certificate of Amendment of Bylaws
3 .3 Certificate of Determination of Rights, Preferences and Privileges of Series A Participating Preferred Stock of Copart,

Inc.(8)
4 .1 Preferred Stock Rights Agreement, dated as of March 6, 2003, between the Company and Equiserve Trust Company,

N.A., including the Certificate of Determination, the form of Rights Certificate and the Summary of Rights attached
thereto as Exhibits A, B, and C, respectively.(8)

10.1* Copart, Inc. 1992 Stock Option Plan, as amended(2)
10.2* 1994 Employee Stock Purchase Plan, with form of Subscription Agreement(2)
10.3* 1994 Director Option Plan, with form of Subscription Agreement(1)
10.4* Copart, Inc. 2001 Stock Option Plan(6)
10.5 Form of Indemnification Agreement, signed by Executive Officers and Directors and the Company(7)
10.6 General lease dated as of December 29, 1997 between Robert Arthur Gomes and Robert Paul Gomes and Copart of

Connecticut, Inc.(7)
10.7 Standard Industrial/ Commercial single-tenant lease-net dated as of December 23, 1998 between Wickland Oil Martinez

and Copart, Inc.(7)
10.8 Lease agreement dated as of September 14, 2001 between Woodmich L.L.C. and Copart, Inc.(7)
10.10 Aircraft lease dated as of April 11, 2002 between Fleet Capital Corporation and Copart, Inc.(7)
10.11 Credit Agreement among Copart, Inc. and Wells Fargo Bank, National Association, U.S. Bank, National Association and

Fleet National Bank and Wells Fargo Bank, National Association, as Administrative Agent and Lead Arranger and Fleet
National Bank, as Syndication Agent, dated February 23, 2001(5)

14.01 Code of Ethics for Principal Executive and Senior Financial Officers (adopted September 30, 2003)(9)
21.1 List of subsidiaries of registrant(9)
23.1 Consent of KPMG LLP
24.1 Power of Attorney (included on page 41)
31.1 Certification of Willis J. Johnson, Chief Executive Officer, pursuant to Section 302 of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002
31.2 Certification of William E. Franklin, Chief Financial Officer, pursuant to Section 302 of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002
32.1 Certification of Willis J. Johnson, Chief Executive Officer, pursuant to Section 906 of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002
32.2 Certification of William E. Franklin, Chief Financial Officer, pursuant to Section 906 of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002

(1)
Incorporated by reference from exhibit to registrant�s Registration Statement on Form S-1, originally filed on January 19, 1994, as
amended (File No. 33-74250).

(2)
Incorporated by reference from identically numbered exhibit filed on Form S-8 with the Securities and Exchange Commission on
December 31, 1999.

(3)
Incorporated by reference from exhibit to registrant�s Form 10-K for its fiscal year ended July 31, 1995, filed with the Securities and
Exchange Commission on October 21, 1995.

(4)
Incorporated by reference from exhibit to registrant�s Form 10-K for its fiscal year ended July 31, 2000, filed with the Securities and
Exchange Commission on October 26, 2000.
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(5)
Incorporated by reference from exhibit to registrant�s Form 10-Q for the quarter ended January 31, 2001, filed with the Securities and
Exchange Commission on March 16, 2001.

(6)
Incorporated by reference from exhibit to registrant�s Form 10-Q for the quarter ended January 31, 2002, filed with the Securities and
Exchange Commission on March 18, 2002.
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(7)
Incorporated by reference from exhibit to registrant�s Form 10-K for its fiscal year ended July 31, 2002, filed with the Securities and
Exchange Commission on October 29, 2002.

(8)
Incorporated by reference from exhibit to registrant�s Form 8-A12/ G filed with the Securities and Exchange Commission on March 11,
2003.

(9)
Incorporated by reference from exhibit to registrant�s Form 10-K for its fiscal year ended July 31, 2003, filed with the Securities and
Exchange Commission on October 17, 2003.
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EXHIBIT 3.2b

CERTIFICATE OF AMENDMENT OF BYLAWS OF

COPART, INC.

Paul A. Styer, the Secretary of Copart, Inc., a California corporation (the �Company�), hereby certifies that by a meeting held on
September 27, 2004, the Company�s board of directors amended Section 2.12 of the Company�s Bylaws. Section 2.12 of the Company�s
Bylaws shall read in its entirety as follows:

�2.12 PROXIES

Every person entitled to vote for directors, or on any other matter, shall have the right to do so either in person or by one or more
agents by proxy authorized by an instrument in writing, electronic transmission or any other form of transmission permitted by law signed
by the person and filed with the secretary of the corporation. A proxy shall be deemed signed if the shareholder�s name is placed on the
proxy (whether by manual signature, typewriting, telegraphic transmission, electronic transmission or otherwise) by the shareholder or the
shareholder�s attorney-in-fact. A validly executed proxy which does not state that it is irrevocable shall continue in full force and effect
unless (i) the person who executed the proxy revokes it prior to the time of voting by delivering a writing to the corporation stating that the
proxy is revoked or by executing a subsequent proxy and presenting it to the meeting or by voting in person at the meeting, or (ii) written
notice of the death or incapacity of the maker of that proxy is received by the corporation before the vote pursuant to that proxy is counted;
provided, however, that no proxy shall be valid after the expiration of eleven (11) months from the date of the proxy, unless otherwise
provided in the proxy. The dates contained on the forms of proxy presumptively determine the order of execution, regardless of the
postmark dates on the envelopes in which they are mailed. The revocability of a proxy that states on its face that it is irrevocable shall be
governed by the provisions of Sections 705(e) and 705(f) of the Code.�

Executed effective as of September 27, 2004.

/s/ Paul A. Styer
Paul A. Styer
Secretary
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EXHIBIT 23.1

Consent of Independent Registered Public Accounting Firm

The Board of Directors
Copart, Inc.:

We consent to the incorporation by reference in the registration statements (Nos. 33-81238, 33-97636, 33-393887, and 33-390612) on Form
S-8 of Copart, Inc. of our report dated September 10, 2004, with respect to the consolidated balance sheets of Copart, Inc. and subsidiaries as
of July 31, 2004 and 2003, and the related consolidated statements of income, shareholders� equity and comprehensive income, and cash
flows, for each of the years in the three-year period ended July 31, 2004, and the related financial statement schedule, which report appears in
the July 31, 2004, annual report on Form 10-K of Copart, Inc.

/s/ KPMG LLP

San Francisco, California
October 11, 2004
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EXHIBIT 31.1

CERTIFICATION OF PRINCIPAL EXECUTIVE OFFICER PURSUANT TO
EXCHANGE ACT RULE 13a-14(a)/15d-14(a)

AS ADOPTED PURSUANT TO SECTION 302
OF THE SARBANES-OXLEY ACT OF 2002

I, Willis J. Johnson, Chief Executive Officer of Copart, Inc., certify that:

1. I have reviewed this annual report on Form 10-K of Copart, Inc.;

2.
Based on my knowledge, this annual report does not contain any untrue statement of a material fact or omit to state a material fact
necessary to make the statements made, in light of the circumstances under which such statements were made, not misleading with respect
to the period covered by this annual report;

3.
Based on my knowledge, the financial statements and other financial information included in this annual report, fairly present in all
material respects the financial condition, results of operations and cash flows of the registrant as of, and for, the periods presented in this
annual report;

4. The registrant�s other certifying officers and I are responsible for establishing and maintaining disclosure controls and procedures (as
defined in Exchange Act Rules 13a-15(e) and 15d-15(e)) for the registrant and we have:

a)
Designed such disclosure controls and procedures, or caused such disclosure controls and procedures to be designed under our
supervision, to ensure that material information relating to the registrant, including its consolidated subsidiaries, is made known to us
by others within those entities, particularly during the period in which this report is being prepared;

b) Evaluated the effectiveness of the registrant�s disclosure controls and procedures and presented in this report our conclusions about the
effectiveness of the disclosure controls and procedures, as of the end of the period covered by this report based on such evaluation; and

c)
Disclosed in this report any change in the registrant�s internal control over financial reporting that occurred during the registrant�s
most recent fiscal quarter (the registrant�s fourth fiscal quarter in the case of an annual report) that has materially affected, or is
reasonably likely to materially affect, the registrant�s internal control over financial reporting.

5.
The registrant�s other certifying officers and I have disclosed, based on our most recent evaluation of internal control over financial
reporting, to the registrant�s auditors and the audit committee of registrant�s board of directors (or persons performing the equivalent
functions):

a) All significant deficiencies and material weaknesses in the design or operation of internal control over financial reporting which are
reasonably likely to adversely affect the registrant�s ability to record, process, summarize and report financial information; and

b) Any fraud, whether or not material, that involves management or other employees who have a significant role in the registrant�s
internal controls over financial reporting.

Date: October 12, 2004

/s/ Willis J. Johnson
Willis J. Johnson
Chief Executive Officer
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EXHIBIT 31.2

CERTIFICATION OF CHIEF FINANCIAL OFFICER PURSUANT TO
EXCHANGE ACT RULE 13a-14(a)/15d-14(a)

AS ADOPTED PURSUANT TO SECTION 302
OF THE SARBANES-OXLEY ACT OF 2002

I, William E. Franklin, Senior Vice President of Finance and Chief Financial Officer of Copart, Inc., certify that:

1. I have reviewed this annual report on Form 10-K of Copart, Inc.;

2.
Based on my knowledge, this annual report does not contain any untrue statement of a material fact or omit to state a material fact
necessary to make the statements made, in light of the circumstances under which such statements were made, not misleading with respect
to the period covered by this annual report;

3.
Based on my knowledge, the financial statements and other financial information included in this annual report, fairly present in all
material respects the financial condition, results of operations and cash flows of the registrant as of, and for, the periods presented in this
annual report;

4. The registrant�s other certifying officers and I are responsible for establishing and maintaining disclosure controls and procedures (as
defined in Exchange Act Rules 13a-15(e) and 15d-15(e)) for the registrant and we have:

a)
Designed such disclosure controls and procedures, or caused such disclosure controls and procedures to be designed under our
supervision, to ensure that material information relating to the registrant, including its consolidated subsidiaries, is made known to us
by others within those entities, particularly during the period in which this report is being prepared;

b) Evaluated the effectiveness of the registrant�s disclosure controls and procedures and presented in this report our conclusions about the
effectiveness of the disclosure controls and procedures, as of the end of the period covered by this report based on such evaluation; and

c)
Disclosed in this report any change in the registrant�s internal control over financial reporting that occurred during the registrant�s
most recent fiscal quarter (the registrant�s fourth fiscal quarter in the case of an annual report) that has materially affected, or is
reasonably likely to materially affect, the registrant�s internal control over financial reporting.

5.
The registrant�s other certifying officers and I have disclosed, based on our most recent evaluation of internal control over financial
reporting, to the registrant�s auditors and the audit committee of registrant�s board of directors (or persons performing the equivalent
functions):

a) All significant deficiencies and material weaknesses in the design or operation of internal control over financial reporting which are
reasonably likely to adversely affect the registrant�s ability to record, process, summarize and report financial information; and

b) Any fraud, whether or not material, that involves management or other employees who have a significant role in the registrant�s
internal controls over financial reporting.

Date: October 12, 2004

/s/ William E. Franklin
William E. Franklin
Senior Vice President of Finance
and Chief Financial Officer
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EXHIBIT 32.1

CERTIFICATION OF CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER PURSUANT TO
18 U.S.C. SECTION 1350

AS ADOPTED PURSUANT TO
SECTION 906 OF THE SARBANES-OXLEY ACT OF 2002

I, Willis J. Johnson, Chief Executive Officer of Copart, Inc. hereby certify, pursuant to 18 U.S.C. § 1350, as adopted pursuant to Section 906
of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002, that the Annual Report of Copart, Inc. on Form 10-K for the fiscal year ended July 31, 2004 fully
complies with the requirements of Section 13(a) or 15(d) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 and that, based on my knowledge, the
information contained in such Annual Report fairly presents, in all material respects, the financial condition and result of operations of Copart,
Inc.

/s/ Willis J. Johnson
Willis J. Johnson
Chief Executive Officer

Date: October 12, 2004

A signed original of this written statement required by Section 906 has been provided to Copart, Inc. and will be retained by Copart, Inc.
and furnished to the Securities and Exchange Commission or its staff upon request.

The foregoing certification is being furnished to the Securities and Exchange Commission pursuant to 18 U.S.C. Section 1350. It is not
being filed for purposes of Section 18 of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, as amended, and is not to be incorporated by reference into any
filing of the Company, whether made before or after the date hereof, regardless of any general incorporation language in such filing.
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EXHIBIT 32.2

CERTIFICATION OF CHIEF FINANCIAL OFFICER PURSUANT TO
18 U.S.C. SECTION 1350

AS ADOPTED PURSUANT TO
SECTION 906 OF THE SARBANES-OXLEY ACT OF 2002

I, William E. Franklin, Senior Vice President of Finance and Chief Financial Officer of Copart, Inc. hereby certify, pursuant to 18 U.S.C. §
1350, as adopted pursuant to Section 906 of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002, that the Annual Report of Copart, Inc. on Form 10-K for the
fiscal year ended July 31, 2004 fully complies with the requirements of Section 13(a) or 15(d) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 and
that, based on my knowledge, the information contained in such Annual Report fairly presents, in all material respects, the financial condition
and result of operations of Copart, Inc.

/s/ William E. Franklin
William E. Franklin
Senior Vice President of Finance and
Chief Financial Officer

Date: October 12, 2004

A signed original of this written statement required by Section 906 has been provided to Copart, Inc. and will be retained by Copart, Inc.
and furnished to the Securities and Exchange Commission or its staff upon request.

The foregoing certification is being furnished to the Securities and Exchange Commission pursuant to 18 U.S.C. Section 1350. It is not
being filed for purposes of Section 18 of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, as amended, and is not to be incorporated by reference into any
filing of the Company, whether made before or after the date hereof, regardless of any general incorporation language in such filing.
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